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Finalists Named for Phi EK Sweetheart 
Special to The Ithacan 
Head Coach Dick Lyon 
Resigns Football Post 
Destined forr West Point 
ITHACA-Richard S. Lyon, Ithaca College head football 
coach for the past nine years, has resigned to accept the post of 
defnesive coordinator at the U. S. Military Academy at West 
Point, N. Y. 
When contacted by the Ithacan, ~-:· - " ' ~ ~~ 
l I --
1 
'i 
! 
Phi Epsilon Kappa's annual 
Sweetheart's Ball will take place 
this Friday night from 9 P.M. to 
1 A.M. in the new Hillside Cafe-
teria. Music for smooth dancing 
will be provided by the Towne 
Trio. Extended curfews will be 
available to co-eds with a ticket. 
This will be Phi Epsilon Kap-
pa's 20th annual Sweetheart's 
Ball. The girl that the brothers 
have chosen will be crowned 
Queen of Phi E K at midnight. 
Five girls have been chosen as 
finalists for the dance and among 
these, one will be chosen to rep-
resent Mu Chapter as its Queen 
for 1967. 
Lyon made the following state-
ment: "The move came as a real 
surprise. About a week ago Tom 
Cahill (Head Coach at West 
Point) told me and I got per- i·, <' 
mission from my boss Mr. Pulaski '.· ., 
for an interview. I went to West '."-\ 
Point Monday, talked to Cahill, ' 
and returned Tuesday. Wednes-
Cornell Dean Quits 
, To Teach English 
r--
l 
f 
'r 
- ------~------··-·------ I. 
The five finalists are: Miss 
Patti Heydt, a sophomore from 
Allentown, Pa., ma1ormg in 
Speech Correction; IVI.iss Vicki 
Kreutzer, a freshman psychology 
major from Roslyn, N. Y.; Miss 
Toni Beers, a sophomore major-
ing in Physical Education from 
Dundee, New York; Miss Wendy 
Lieberman, a sophomore major-
ing in Speech Therapy from Mer-
rick, N. Y.; and :Miss Janet Bu-
lan, a junior psychology major 
from Woodstock, New York. 
·,j At Ithaca College 
day I was offerred the job. 
"Sunday night we (Lyon's faro· 
ily and himself) sat down and we 
weighed everything and decided 
to make the move. 
"Monday Cahill called and I 
accepted. 
"l have tremendous respect 
for the situation here. We've 
been here nine years and I don't 
leave without some reluctance. 
·u1 hate to leave next year's 
squad. You don't stay somepl~e 
and not have it mean something 
when you have to go. 
"l ·have made my recommen-
dations to the President as to 
whom I would like to see as my 
successor, but I am not free to 
say anything at this time." . 
Football coach, Dick Lyon 
Mr. Carleton Wood, Athletic 
director had this to say to the 
Ithacan:' "Yes, there were discus-
sions today--0ur Dean (Dean --------------
Cecil Morgan) was talking to the 
President. We will be getting a 
new coach soon. Whether it will 
be one of the coaches moving up 
or a fellow from outside hasn't 
been decided. Nothing is sure at 
this time." 
Coming to Ithaca in 1958, Lyon 
achieved a 71 percent victory 
record with 49 wins and 20 loses. 
At Ithaca he has never bad a 
losing season, and in 1965 brought 
the Bombers through an unblem· 
ished 8-0 campaign. 
Following his service career in 
the Navy during World War II, 
the Elmira native enrolled at 
Colgate University, where he 
was a quarterback on Coach 
Andy Kerr's squad. Two years 
later, in 1947, be was graduated, 
and headed for Springfield Col-
lege. While there, as a graduate 
assistant coach, he was under the 
tutelage of Ossie Solem, former 
Syracuse University head coach. 
Lyon's next stop was the schol-
astic coaching scene. He was foot-
ball and baseball coach at Clyde 
Central School for five years. His 
Clyde grid teams had two unde· 
feated seasons. From Clyde, he 
went to Wellsville High where 
he stayed ofr two years. 
Art Exhibit 
To Be On View 
A selection of 33 drawings 
acquired by The Museum of Mod-
ern Art, New York, through the 
generosity of the late John S. 
Newberry will be on view at Ith-
aca College Museum of Art from 
Feb. 21, through March 11. 
Works ranging from modem 
masters such as Redon, Picasso, 
Klee and l't{odigliani to young 
contemporary artists were chosen 
by Elaine L. Johnson, Associate 
Curator of Drawings and Prints 
at The Museum of Modern Art. 
Several of the artists are repre-
sented by outstanding examples 
in their well-known styles, others 
by important drawings related to 
paintings and other works in the 
collection of The Museum of 
Modern Art. 
Mr. Newberry, a patron of the 
Museum Collections, died in Oc-
tober 1954 at the age of 54. A 
graduate of Harvard Universtiy, 
His first collegiate coaching where he studied art history, and 
job was at Rensselaer Polytechnic for a time Curator of Graphic 
Institute from 1955 to 1958 before Arts at the Detroit Institute of 
coming to Ithaca. Arts, he was a discriminating 
Lyon is married to the former critic of art, and particularly a 
Helen Lynch of Springfield, Mass. connoisseur of drawings in both 
Mr. and Mrs. Lyon have two chil· established and experimental 
dren, Kathryn and Timothy. styles. 
G. Ferris Cronkhite, Associate 
Dean of the College of Arts and ' 
sciences at Cornell University, 
11 
has resigned his post to assume 
the position of Associate Profes-
sor of English at Ithaca College. 
He will begin here on Sept. 1. 
According to Dean Davies, Prof. 
Janet Bulan Wendy Lieberman 
Cronkhite will "add strength to 
an already strong English Depart· 
ment." Cronkhite received his 
A.B., M.A. and Ph. D. from Har-
vard University, from which he 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa and 
Magna cum laude in English. 'Qle 
topic for his doctorate disserta-
tion was "Literature as a Liveli-
hood in the United States, 1820· 
1860." 
Prof. Cronkhite has been at 
Cornell since 1947. During this 
time he has served on the Eng-
lish Composition Committee, now 
the College Board Advanced 
Placement Program. He has been 
the Cornell representative to the 
Woodrow Wilson National Fel-
lowship Program. Aside from his 
work at CQI'Ilell, Prof. Cronkhite 
is also the author of several pub-
lications, the most recent being 
published in 1962. 
Tenaglia Resigns 
Treasurers Po.st 
New .Appoinil'menil' Madie 
Hoerner 
To Talke 
Sabbatical 
Mr. George Hoerner, Associate 
Professor of Drama and Head of 
the Drama and Radio-T.V. Depart-
ments, will begin his sabbatical 
leave by journeying to London, 
England in late August. 
He and his wife, who will be 
on sabbatical leave from the 
Ithaca School District, plan to 
tour the theatre circles in the 
British Isles, including London, 
Dublin, and Edinborough. They 
will attend seminars on the 
theatre in both the literary and 
technical areas. 
During Mr. Hoerner's absence, 
Mr. Robert Bardwell will be in 
charge of dramatic activities such 
as directing and publicity. 
Upon his return for the spring 
semester, Mr. Hoerner will re-
sume his present activities. 
Joko of the Woek 
A man onco usod so much Sac-
chorino that ho dovolopcd a caso 
of ortificlal diabetes •.• 
Vincent Tenaglia has resigned 
his position as treasurer of the 
college to become business man-
ager of Richmond College on 
Staten Island. 
Paul J. Farinella, associate 
comptroller at the University of 
Rochester has been named to 
replace Tenaglia March 1. 
Richmond College, a new up-
per division college, is part of 
the New York City University 
system. (An upper division col-
lege starts in the junior year, 
and goes through the Masters 
Degree.) 
Tenaglia came to Ithaca in 
, -' :.. ~--
Thnnx Morty! . 
Ithaca College's Treasurer, 
Vincent Tenaglia 
1964 from Price Waterhouse and 
Co. where he was a Certified 
Public accountant. He was grad· 
uated from New York University 
cum laude in 1955. 
He is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, the New York State 
Society of Certifed Public Ac-
countants, and the Tax Sociefy 
of New York University. 
Farinella has been with the 
University of Rochester since 
1961. He was graduated cum 
laude, from Ryder College in 
1953. 
He is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. 
Paul J. Farinella, associate 
comptroller at the University of 
Rochester, has been named treas-
urer of Ithaca College it was an-
nounced today by Howard Dil-
lingham, president of the Col-
lege. 
Mr. Farinella will assume his 
new duties on March 1, succeed-
ing Vincent Tenaglia, who has re-
signed to become business man-
ager of Richmond College on 
Staten Island. 
l\Ir. Farinella has been with the 
University of Rochester since 
1961. Previuosly he had been 
senior staff auditor of Peat, Mar-
wick, Mitchell, Inc., Certified Pub-
lic Accountants. 
He was graduated, cum laude, 
from Rider College, Trenton, in 
1953, receiving the Bachelor of 
Science degree in Commerce. He 
is a member of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants. 
These girls were selected from 
a group of twelve girls invited 
to our Sweetheart's Tea. The 
brothers then selected these five 
girls to be finalists. 
The dress for the dance is semi-
formal and two full bars will be 
available. 
Past Sweethearts of Phi Epsi-
lon Kappa have been Miss Janet 
Steckbeck, Miss Judy Betts, and 
Miss Jayne Dearth. 
Profo Murphy 
JDefivers Paper 
Dr. Clarence J. Murphy, Associ-
ate Professor of Chemistry, de-
livered a paper February 6 at 
the Middle Atlantic Regional 
Meeting of the American Chemi-
cal Society in New York City. The 
paper, titled "A Study of Ligand 
Effects on Linkage Isomerism in 
Iron-Thiocyanate Complexes", re-
ported the results of research 
done by lV[r. Robert S. Backlund, 
'66, as part of the requirements 
for his B.A. (Honors) thesis. The 
study is a contribution to the 
understanding of the factors af-
fecting bonding in inorganic com-
plex compound. l\fr. Backlund is 
now a National Defense Educa-
tion Act Graduate Fellow at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder, 
Colorado. 
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WGB Urges Women To A~plicat!ons for Staz Atten~ Text of Proposed 25!h . 
·R .. G .. te" Cl ~ n 1 · Orne~tat~on 1I'o BlockBooking Amendment To (onst1tut1offl) 
. evmew J)1gn OU a tl\\UMe~ lbe D1str1buterll Conference SECTION I 
Ds 
by Linda Johnson 
Women's Governing Board is I girl involved will b_e b~ought be-
urging all girls to review sign- fore the W.G.B. If she 1s a sor?r-
lateness d ity girl, then I.F.C. will deal with 
out and proce ures. the sorority. 
There seems to be much con- Regarding dorm councils and 
fusion about this, especially proctoring: Any changes in the 
among freshmen, and many prob- the use of W.G.B. rules (as stated 
lems can be prevented if each in the Blue and Gold) must have 
girl would take it upon herself the Board's approval. 
to learn what is expected of her. The election for Women's Gov-
It is especially important to no- erning Board is coming up soon. 
tify the Head Resident in case We would like to encourage any 
of lateness - preparations can interested girl to contact us. As 
then be made for admittance. Women's Governing Board is the 
The Dean's office has printed voice of the women of Ithaca Col-
up a notice to Honor Girls with lege, the selection of next year's 
keys-this is important to all Board is important to all of us. 
Honor Girls and should be read Petitions will be given out April 
carefully. Any Honor Girl who IO and are due on April 13. 
gives her key to a non-Honor Campaigning will start on April 
Girl will have to forfeit her key 14 and the election will be on 
and her Hortor privileges and any April 20. 
Band and Choir 
On Tour Jin Micho 
by Fred Blumenthal 
A week ago on Thursday, Feb- College at Potsdam. With that 
ruary 9, with the Ithaca College concert in mind, the Albany 
Band already on tour in Michigan, Times-Union of February 10 said 
the Ithaca College Choir left on "For a student group, this mixed 
its own spring t0ur through New choir exhibited unusual polish, 
York and Massachussetts. Under achieving a high degree of pro-
the direction of Professor Gregg fessionalism in a thoroughly 
Smith, the 54 singers, 4 pianists charming and enjoyable pro-
and percussionists toured the gram." 
Schenectady - Albany area, the Friday was spent travelling to 
Tanglewood, Massachussetts area, Stockbridge, Massachusetts, per-
and Boston. forming a concert there for the 
The parts of the choir's repe- Stockbridge Academy. Saturday 
toire performed at these concerts morning was spent in travel to 
were Hopkinton, Cobham, and the Sheraton hotel in Boston, the 
Kittery by the early American site of the Music Educators' Na-
composer William Billings; two tional Conference's 50th Anni-
psalm settings in twentieth-cen- versary meeting. After warming 
tury style by Charles Ives; pieces up and assigning various choral 
by twentieth-century composers forces to different parts of the 
Leo Smith and Arnold Schoen- large hall the choir performed for 
berg for madrigal choir; Profes- the convention. After their per-
sor Smith's edition of Mendels- formance the choir was over-
sohn's Heilig (Holy); Gloria, Lau-\ whelmed with a standing ovation 
da Jerusalem, and Ave l\Iaris given by an estimated 2,000 music 
Stel!am from Monteverdi's Ves- teachers from the eastern quarter 
pers of 1610; l\Ieditator by the of the U. S. 
twentieth-century American com-\ Although the choir returned to 
poser John Biggs; and four folk- IC on Saturday, professor Smith 
song arrangements by :'.\Ir. Smith, remained in Boston to conduct a 
and Aaron Copland. Soloists in ! clinic on the role of twentieth-
::i.ronteverdi's Gloria were Ted .
1 
century music in high school 
Anderson and Brent Earlenson, choral organizations. 
and in l\Ir. Smith's folk-song ar- Also featured at the conven-
rangements were Sue Ramocld : t10n, were two IC faculty mem-
and Betty Poplawski. i bers. Warren Benson, composer-
The first concert of the tour .
1
1 in-residence had his concerto for 
,,·as sponsored by the Xolonie tuba and band premiered in Bos-
Central High School band to raise\ ton. Donald Sinta, saxaphone in-
funds for their planned trip to structor, performed a solo with 
:lrontreal for EXPO '67 in late'[ band accompaniment at the con-
::\Iar. Appearing with the choir vention also. The Ithaca High 
was the Crane faculty woodwind : School Band performed both 
quartet from the State Cniversity i selections. 
1Egber1t Union Boarrd JFilm 
Schedl ule Ail.1lno1uu111cedl 
E.U.B. Film Committee Chair- J For Sergeants; 25-Lord Jim 
man. John i\IcCuaig, today an-\ ::i.rar. 3-Young Cassidy; 31-The 
nounced the schedules for next Cincinnati Kid 
year·s film programs, which in-' April 7-A Patch of Blue; 14-
cludes the regular Sunday I\ight The Lost Command; 21--Mag-
film series and a Special Film nificent Seven; 2S--ln Harm's 
~cries: Way 
1967 i\Tay :>-The Chase; 12-Psycho 
Sept. 10 Our Man Flint; 17- Special Film Series 
On The Beach; 24-Sergeants 3 Sept. 7-Help; 21-Darling 
Oct. 1-The Hill; 8--Von Ryan's Oct. 12--lrma La Douce; 26--Re-
Express; 15--Mr. Roberts; 22 pulsion 
-The Longest Day; 29--The Nov. 2-Judgement at Nurenburg; 
Loved One 16--Black Orpheus 
Nov. 5--Rebel Without A Cause; Dec. 7-The Great Escape; 14-
12-10 Little Indians; 19-0p- Mondo Pazzo 
eration Crossbow Jan. IS--Tho Train; 25--Topkapi 
Dec. 3--Mutiny On The Bounty; Feb, 1-King and Country; 15--
10--Sho; 17-What A Way To What's New Pussycat; 29--The 
Go Knack 
1968 Mar. 7-The Servant; 28-Tho 
Jan. 21-Flight of the Phoenix; Miraclo Worker 
28--Cleopatra April 4--A Hard Day's Night; 
Feb. 4--Klng Rat; 11-Tho Bed- 18-How To Murder Your Wife 
ford Incident; 18--No Time May 2--0ne, Two, Throe 
by Alan Hyman "Columbia, South Carolina is J.n case of the removal of -the President from office or his death or resignation, the Vice President shall become President. great." Sharon Staz, program 
Orientation Chairman, for 1967, director of the Union recently 
Dieter Scherer, has announced stated that while discussing her 
that there will be a meeting for trip there to attend a Block Book-
all those interested in becoming ing Conference. 
orientation counselors for next The purpose of the conference 
fall. It will be held on Tuesday, was to organize regional and na-
February 21, at 7:00 in the Rec.- tional groups and inform mem-
Room. bers of them about various rock 
Applications will be given out and rol~ acts. When this is set 
at that time for orientation coun- up, for example, a Union director 
sclors. Seniors and anyone else will be able to tell many things 
interested are asked to submit 
any suggestions they have for 
the program at that time. 
about a certain act; whether they 
arrived on time, performance 
given, or that they didn't show 
up at all. This information is 
given to the members of the or-
ganization and can be helpful in 
booking talent. 
The southern states have al· 
ready organized a regional con-
ference and Miss Staz was there 
"To achieve a more unified 
freshman class, and to include 
more activities during the orien-
tation period, freshman orienta-
tion has been extended an extra 
day," Dieter explained_ "Presi-
dent Dillingham and other mem-
bers of the administration have to help set up a regional con-
been very cooperative and help- ference in the northeast and also 
ful in setting up the program," a national organization. 
he continued. Several spe_akers presented 
Working with the administra- their views and experiences with 
tion and a committee, a tentative talent they have booked this year 
orientation program has_I,een set 
up by Dieter, and this will be ex-
plained more fully at the meet-
ing. 
Orientation counselors will be 
expected to be on campus Fri-
day, September 1, 1967. Fresh-
and many performers gave a 
sample of their presentation. Miss 
Staz reported that "no talent has 
been booked for Ithaca College 
as a result of this conference, but 
several ideas were formulated as 
possibilities for Fall and Winter 
men will be arriving on Saturday, Weekend." 
with the formal program start-
SECTION II 
\Vhenever there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice Presi-
dent, the President shall nominate a Vice President who shall 
take the office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both 
houses of Congress. 
SECTION III 
Whenever the President transmits to the President pro 
tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives his written declaration that he is unable to discharge 
the powers and duties of his office, and until he transmits to 
them a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and 
duties shall be discharged by the Vice President as Acting Pr1;s1-
dent_ 
SECTION IV 
Whenever the Vice President and a majority of either the 
principal officers of the executive departments, or of such other 
body as Congress may by law provide, transmit to the President 
pro ternpore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives their written declaration that the President is 
unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the Vice 
President shall immediately assume the powers and duties of 
the office as Acting President. 
Thereafter, when the President transmits to the President 
pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the Hous of Rep-
resentatives his written declaration that no inability exists, he 
shall resume the powers and duties of his office unless the Vice 
President and a majority of either the principal officer of the 
executive department, or of such other body as Congress may 
by law provide, transmit within four days to the President pro 
tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Represen-
tatives their written declaration that the President is unable 
to discharge the powers and duties of his office. Thereupon Con-
gress shall decide the issue, assembling within 48 hours for that 
purpose if not in session. If the Congress, within 21 day after 
receipt of !hi: latter written declaration, _or, if <:;ongress is not in 
session, w1thm 21 days after Congress 1s reqmred to assemble, 
determines by two-thirds vote of both houses that the President 
is· unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the 
Vice President; otherwise, the President shall resume the powers 
and duties of his office. 
ing that afternoon. 
Columbia Professor Kept From Courses for Drug 
. T M A' Addiction Being 
Ribicoff Wants 
Tax Relief for 
!Education 
1: e!~~nct!~~•m• ?2.,, ... ~!!,,,, s.!c, ,,,_ Sought in NYC 
instructor who gave final A's to 
all his students in one class has 
been forbidden to teach bis 
Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D- spring semester courses. As a 
Conn.) introduced a bill to give result, he has taken a post at 
tax relief to parents and stu- Bennington College. 
dents who pay the costs of a In a meeting last week, the 
college education this past week. college English committee recom-
The proposal provides an in- mended that Richard G. Trist-
come tax credit of up to $325 man, 24 years old, be denied the 
on the first $1,500 of tuition, fees, right to teach unless he modified 
books, and supplies. It would go his grading policies. 
to anyone who pays these ex- When Mr. Tristman refused, 
penses for a student at an insti- his classroom privileges were re-
tution of higher education. voked by Prof. Lewis Leary, 
The measure this year has chairman of the department. 
picked up strong support; it is Mr. Tristman defended his 
co-sponsored by 46 Senators from practice by denouncing the edu-
both political parties and from cational philosophy of ranking 
all sections of the country. students on a comparative basis. 
It is the same as that which Ribi- "To grade students is, in a 
coff has introduced in previous sense, to treat them like prod-
Congresses with one exception: ucts in a meat market," he stated 
An amendment would include recently. "I reject the assumption 
coverage for students in accred- that learning is a process of at-
iled post-secondary business, taining goals and leaping hur-
trade, technical and other voca- dles." 
~ional schools. l\Ir. Tristman said that his 
Senator Ribicoff pointed out grading policy could be taken, 
that under his proposal over two- "at least in part" as a protest 
thirds of the benefits would go 
to families earning 
$10,000 a year. 
less than 
In a statement on the Senate 
floor, Senator Ribicoff said: 
"Now we must decide if, as a 
nation, we are to treat education 
costs as we do the interest on 
a home mortgage, or flood dam 
age, or health expenses. This pro-
posal is for the average family 
in America. It is for the people 
who constitute the backbone of 
America-the blue collar work-
ers, the white collar workers, the 
wage earners and salaried per-
sons of the lower and middle in-
come group who are struggling 
to pay their bills, buy their 
homes, and educate their chil-
dren. They work hard for their 
wages or salary-and it is all 
taxable." 
rt V.$. Spends 
300 Million Dollar$ 
On Clean __ Walerway$ 
The Empire state has spent 
more than 300-million dollars of 
its one billion 700-million dollar 
program to clean up state water-
ways. A state health department 
official says the government has 
set up pilot stations in the Hud-
son and Mohawk Rivers to moni-
tor the ·water quality. Both the 
Mohawk and Hudson are listed 
among the most polluted rivers in 
New York state. About 8.3 mil-
lion dollars have been disbursed 
in grants to industries and mu-
nicipalities in the anti-pollution 
campaign. 
tern and against the war in Viet- A bill sponsored by State Sen-
nam. ator Abraham Berstein of l\"cw 
About 40 students, enrolled in York City provides for courses 
one of two sections of a fresh- on drug addiction, narcotics and 
man English course taught by Mr. alcoholism to be taught in public 
Tristman, were given A's. schools. The bill must first pass 
Tei Teach at B~nington 
Although Mr. Tristman, a spe-
cialist in medieval literature, was 
refused permission to teach his 
courses this term, he was not 
dismissed from his post and thus 
will continue to draw -his salary 
for the current semester. 
He said he had accepted a 
teaching position at Bennington 
College, an independent school 
for women, for next September. 
- According to Carl F. Hovde, an 
associate professor of English, 
the department "felt that it was 
our responsibility to both say 
and do what we felt was prop-
er." 
"I'm no one to defend grades 
to the death," he asserted, " but 
if you're going to give grades 
they ought to be evaluations of 
the students, not fictitious sym-
bols." 
He explained that issuing A's 
to an entire class would penalize 
the vast majority of students 
"not fortunate enough to have 
enrolled in Mr. Tristman's sec-
tion." 
Professor Hovde, along with 
James P. Shenton, an associate 
professor of history, was co-
author of a resolution recently 
endorsed by the Columbia Col-
lege faculty calling upon the uni-
versity to withhold class rank-
ings from Selective Service 
boards. 
The intent of the proposal, 
which is expected to be accepted 
by Columbia's board of trustees, 
is to dissociate the university 
from the draft-selection process. 
Professor Hovde said that M.r. 
Tristman had parted with the 
English department on "rela-
tively amicable terms." 
"I respect the man for his in-
tegrity," Professor Hovde stated, 
"but this is a genuine conflict 
between two opposing sets of 
principles." 
the legislature and then be signed 
by Governor Rockefeller before 
it becomes active. The courses 
. _ . to be taught at the primary 
and high school levels ... would 
cover all the dangers of usin5 
narcotics and other drugs 
and the danger of excessive use 
of alcohol. 
fLeanHefrs Adlwise 
fPeace Corps 
!L~«:Dve Aff ll"eC«II 
Foreign correspondents here 
have just received by mad a 
leaflet calling· for the immecl :ate 
departure of the American Pl':1ce 
Corps from Africa. 
The document, hectographed 
on yellow paper, was signed by 
the "movement for the Freedom 
of Africa," which nobody hrre 
seems to know anything about 
Its phraseology suggests I hat 
it was drafted by Communist,. 
There are 200 Peace volunteers 
in Tunisia. Most teach Enc:I1sh 
in local schools, though tl<•cre 
are also architects. 
The leaflet is not specifically 
addressed to Tunisians. 
Its text is over a map of .\f· 
rica, and on the reverse ,1de 
there is a drawing of a PC'ace 
Corps man with unshaven rnce 
and hairy limbs being knocked! 
over a cliff by a huge black fist, 
with captions reading "Pest Corps 
Go home!" 
The leaflet, which is in French, 
refers to Americans as neocolo· 
nialists and says: 
''Today every African should 
tell these volunteers of the Amer· 
ican information services: leave 
Africa at once return to your 
famous America." 
Student GovernTnl1lerrnJc 
Con1m.en1t:aury 
by Jeff Falkner 
{Second of a 2 Part Serles) 
The Committees of Student Government do most of their 
work outside the meeting hall of congress. These committees in-
clude Grievance, Tutonal, Orientation, and the other groups 
which are not actually committees of congress but do function 
to assist congress, such as Leaders' Group. M.G.B., W.G.B., 
I.F.C., and Student Court. 
M.G.B., W.G.B., and Student Court keep their doors closed 
to the outside world. One such occasion was the change in girls 
curfews, initiated by W.G.B. The other functions of these groups 
are held to disciplinary act:ion for misconduct on the part of 
the Ithaca student. 
Egbert: ~nion 
Dmproved Oveir 
Vacal:ioa11 
by Karen Chapman 
Remarkable and vast improve-
ments were accomplished during 
Christmas vacation in our glor-
ious Union. To further enhance 
the beauty of the snack bar, the 
ceiling tiles, torn and smoke-
stained, were cleaned and defec-
tive tiles replaced. The chairs in 
the lobby will no longer scar the 
walls for, rubber bumper but-
tons were placed on the backs 
of the couches. A chair rail now 
covers the disgraceful scars left 
Leaders' Group is not an appointed committee, nor is it an _by rubber bumper buttonless 
elected group used for judicial reasons. The function of L.G. is couches. 
to ~iscuss ~ith ~~dents and faculty problems confronting I.C. On the lighter side, according 
This group s dec1S1ons are not set as law, they are usually recom- to Mr. Herren, Director of prop-
mendations to the administration for changes in policy. Sub- erties, the fixtures in the lobby 
jects discussed in recent meetings have been the plus-minus were changed to increase the il-
grade system, drugs on campus, and more jobs for students. lumination by at least seventy 
The most active committee on congress, which is not too percent (-?-). Brightening up 
widely publicized is 1:he Grievance Committee. If a student has the third floor is flourescent 
a complaint he should give it to his congress representative who ~trip lighting _replacing the old 
in turn gives it to this committee during any meeting. The com- mcandescent fixtures. 
mittee has the respect of the administration for being reasonable Other major accomplishments 
and understanding with the administrative problems. include paneling the open doors 
In the past year grievance has handled problems such as b:tween the lobby an~ the stairs 
finding out why the bookstore charges the prices it does, and with t~mpered masorute to cover 
why it can't be student operated, why the washing machines sc_ars mcurred by usage and to 
in certain dorms were not being fixed, and seeing if the express wit~stand further ~amage, resur-
elevator hours in dorm 11 could be changed. fa_cmg the floors m the lo!l~ge 
Th · h h · with a new sealer and reprurmg 
. e most recent accomphs me';}t of t. e comm_1ttee was the broken intercom system. 
getting the pub hours extended on Fnday nights. Right now . . . . 
they are trying to get the high-rise snack-bar opened on Sun- The fire_ door m the. 1n~mera-
day and see what happened to Student Services. !0 r room 1~ _now func~onmg as 
' . . . . 1t was origmally designed to 
. In contrast to s1:ude~t-adrm~1strat1on ~mrmttee congress since it is 00 longer hitting the 
claims a college-town public relations committee known as Tu- fire duct 
toring. Actually this committee sends tutors to Boynton Junior Tb d · . th al f th H S D w· J · H s d I h H s b h · d e oors m e cove o e 
. _., e 1tt umor . .b, an tfe a
1
~a .b., ot tohass1st un erd- ground floor entrance were ex-
ach1evlelrs an
1
d promot
1
~ ettber h e mgs . etw
11
een r
11 
e town an changed with the outside doors. 
the co ege. t accomp 1shes ot except:10na y we . Students now h e 
I . h . 1 d . . h" b th d . av a warmer t aims at t e potenna rop out, g1vmg tm o_ aca em1c place to wait for the bus since 
support, and the necessary encouragement to stay m school. the inner doors can be locked 
The newest committee is that concerned with Orientation. to preserve the safety of the 
The last standing committee is Constitution Evaluation. Union. Other improvements in-
This _group serves to evaluate the comprehensiveness of group elude the a~taehment of a flexi-
const1tutions and to see if anything in them goes contrary to the ble _steel diamond plate to the 
constitution of Congress. This year they have approved four new load~g dock .to prevent furlli:er 
constitutions, one of them bemg that of Student Congress. bre3;1tlng of the concr~te by ID· 
This is the first year that congress has formally had the corm~g trucks and pamt touch-
opportunity to run this program. As of now not too much in- ups m the rE:st rooms, hallways 
formation is available as precisely what will constitute the frosh and on the wmdow frames. 
orientation for 1%7, however the frosh will arrive a day earlier 
than last year. This means that their program will start the 
Saturday before Labor Day, instead of on Sunday, giving them 
a full day more of orientation. 
1Lnttle ((J)rclhlestJra 
!([]) Give Concert 
Sunday Night 
The Little Orchestra, conducted 
by Thomas Scherman, will give a 
special concert at Ford Hall audi-
torium on Sunday evening, Feb-
ruary 26, at 8:15 p.m. The event 
is under the auspices of Ithaca 
College and the New York State 
Council on the Arts. Tickets are 
available at Fred's Record Shop 
and Hickey's Music Store in 
downtown Ithaca, and at the Eg. 
bert Union on the College cam-
pus. 
The orchestra will play the fes-
tive "Posthorn" Serenade by Mo-
zart, "Italian" Serenade by Hugo 
Wolf and "Serenade in D Minor, 
Opus 44" by Antonin Dvorak. 
"Tambeau de Couperin," a suite 
of six pieces which Maurice Ravel 
composed as a tribute to 18th 
century French music, will com-
plete the program. 
Thomas Scherman, founder and 
director of The Little Orchestra 
Society, has long been recognized 
for his important contribution to 
the musical life of New York. 
During the past 20 years, since 
The Little Orchestra was founded, 
Mr. Scherman and the Society 
have presented over 40 world 
premieres. Among these is Ber-
lioz' oratorio "L'Enfrance du 
Christ," which has become an an-
nual pre-Christmas musical offer-
ing. 
In addition to The Little Or-
chestra, Mr. Scherman also found-
ed the Young People's Concerts 
series, which in 1957 received the 
highly regarded George Foster 
Peabody award, the only series of 
children's concerts to be so hon-
ored. 
Mr. Scherman has appeared as 
guest conductor with many major 
orchestras, including the London 
Symphony, the BBC orchestra, 
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, 
the Berlin Philharmonic and the 
Vienna Chamber Orchestra. 
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JF 1rerll Zimmermallll9 Bassist 
Jo Give lect1rnre Wednesday 
Mu Phi Epsilon will sponsor 
1
, double bass and given the instru-
a lecture by 1'1.r. Frederick Zim- ment prominence and dignity in 
mermann, retired principal string the musical world. 
bassist of the New York Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, at one P.M. 
in Ford Hall of the music build-
ing on next Wednesday, February 
23. 
Mr. Zimmermann, internation-1 , 
ally recognized teacher and per- · 
former, was born and educated in ! , 
New York City. He studied double 1 
bass with Herman Reinshagen 
and, under his tutelage, was one 
of the first Americans to con-
certize on the double bass. He sue- ' 
ceeded his eminent teacher as a 
member of the faculty of the , : , 
Juilliard School of Music in 1935. · 
He is also a member of the 
faculty of the Mannes College of 
Music; The New School of Music, 
Philadelphia; double bass coach 
of the Canadian Youth Orchestra, 
Toronto, Canada and is a teacher 
in education at New York Uni-
versity. He was a member of the 
Philharmonic for thirty five 
years. 
As a lecturer he conducts 
seminars in various colleges in 
the East, presenting contempor-
ary concepts of playing, as well as 
teaching techniques. As a writer 
he presents the history of the 
double bass, as well as a new 
image of the instrument and its 
performer, giving them a pre-
viously undiscovered dimension. 
The concept of two, three 
and four double basses playing in 
ensemble as a method of study, 
preparing the student as an en-
semble and orchestral player, 
originated with Frederick Zim-
mermann. He has transcribed 
much music for this purpose and 
has interested contemporary com-
posers in writing for this med-
ium. 
More than anyone else in our 
century, Frederick Zimmermann 
has enlarged the literature of the 
Harold Jansen 
IC Publicity 
Director9 Dies 
Harold Jansen, who coined the 
expression, "The Bombers," in 
referring to Ithaca College ath-
letic teams, died suddenly at San 
Jose, Costa Rica, on Friday, Feb. 
10. 
Congress hopes that with this new program started the 
short, confused orientation of 1966 will not be repeated for future 
classes. 
Penn State Pres. 
To Consider 
Student Rights 
PE, PT 1F all Dean~§ List 
Mr. Jansen established the Ith-
aca College Publicity News Bu-
reau in 1936 and beaded it until 
his retirement in 1965. Following 
his retirement he served as a 
consultant to the News Bureau 
through 1965-66. 
His work for Ithaca College 
was on a part time basis, and he 
was a full time employee of the 
Ithaca Journal from 1939 until 
his retirement, and was one of 
its leading reporters. Previously 
he had worked for the Syracuse 
Post Standard as its Ithaca rep-
resentative, and as staff writer 
and editor of several publications 
in New York City. 
The president of Pennsylvania 
State University bas written a 
letter to the Student Government 
The rest of the committees on conp;ress are temporary 
serving only a short duration for a spectfic problem. One of 
these JS the committee to run Student Government Week which 
will be held February 20-25. These committees, whether short 
~erm or standiIJg, ai~ congress in evaluating situations confro~t-
mg congress. They mvest:Jgate and then make reports to assist 
congress in making the best possible decision. president here, indicating consid-
erations to be made should the 
House Un-American Activities 
Committee ask for membership 
lists of student organizations. 
Congressionai · Minutes Eric A. Walker, president of the University, said in his letter 
any such request would be given 
"serious and respectful atten-
tion;" consideration would always 
be given to the "traditional . . . 
confidential relationship" be-
tween the University and its stu-
dents; such circumstances as a 
national emergency might change 
the university's position; and 
finally, "the University does not 
. . . maintain lists of interest 
groups." 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE-The 
Ithaca College Student Govern-
ment Weck has been set for Feb. 
20 through Feb. 25. A rock dance 
is being planned for the last 
night. This week's Leader's Group 
will be opened for any interested 
students, who wish to discuss 
school situations with the visit-
ing Asian students. Next week 
pictures will be taken of all 
membel'S of Congress to be used 
for publicity. 
I.F.C.-Qualifications for joining 
Greeks are the same as always: 
no academic or social probation, 
and a 2.0 the previous semester. 
GRIEVANCE-Beginning Friday, 
Feb. 10, the Pub will remain 
open until 1:00 p.m. due to ex-
tended curfews. 
PIRRO'S 
LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWN 
FASTEST DELIVERY 
OF PIZZA & SUBS 
4 p.m. • 2 a.m. 
115 E. Groen 59. 
AR2-1S90 
Constitution Evaluation Commit• 
t~Dan Karson presented a list 
of suggested revisions for the 
Student Body Constitution. Dan 
stated that be would incorporate 
the suggestions made by Dean 
Clarke and present the new re-
visions next week. 
ORIENTATION COMMITTEE 
Dr. Dillingham granted the Orien-
tation Committee a one day ex-
tension for '67. The program ibr 
this Fall will begin on Sat., Sept. 
2. 
NEW BUSINESS--Jim Washing-
ton was appointed the Chairman 
of Student Government Week. 
Gary Herman, retiring editor of 
the Cayugan, presented the names 
of Pat Salzburg and Eric Mueller 
for co-editors of the 1967 Cayugan. 
The editors were unanimously 
approved by Congress. 
Miss Staz announced that the 
Student Gift Packs will be dis-
tributed on Monday and Tuesday, 
Feb. 13 and 14 from 10 a.m. until 
7 p.m. Any student desiring to 
get this FREE gift can pick one 
up in the Union Lobby. 
A question of smoking in class-
es was asked and Sue Bergholtz 
will check into the exact school 
BOOKSTORIE SB"lf"-DN 
ABANDONED 
Thirty-five New York Univer-
sity students avoided possible ar-
rest yesterday when they aban-
doned a sit-in at the university 
bookstore, 18 Washington Place. 
The police had been called in, 
but the students decided to ac-
cept a university offer to meet 
today with an acting dean of 
Washington Square College to 
discuss their demand for a 10 
rule concerning smoking in class. per cent discount at the store. 
A list of the seventy-three physical education and physical 
therapy students placed on Dean's List last semester was re-
leased this week by Cecil W. Morgan, Dean of the Collep;e of 
Physical Education and Physical Therapy. 
The students are: 
Physical Education 
Adams, Kenneth 
Ahart, Frederick Clark 
Bartolotti, Concetta M. 
Barton, Sandra L. 
Bellotto, Joseph 
Bessette, George John 
Betts, Judith Aurelia 
Brahm, Charlotte L. 
Brennan, Linda J. 
Burley, Vicki 
Cancro, George P. 
Clair, Timothy Patrick 
Congdon, Robert P. 
Cullen, Patricia 
Erven, William N. 
Farnlof, Carol L. 
Faurie, Lynn 
Fay, Thomas S. 
Hamilton, Sally M. 
Harrison, Patricia J. 
Hess, John E. 
Hicks, Charles Durham 
Juliano, Mary Jo 
Kuzman, Steven Purdy 
LeFebre, Lawrence P. 
MacCubbin, Susan L. 
McDonough, Caroline 
McKay, Donna Louise 
Nardiello, Raymond P. 
Nolte, Janet 
Oshinsky, Judy C. 
Paracka, Thomas B. 
Pease, Dorothy Louise 
Peirano, Howard George 
Peters, Kay Jamison 
Rosati, Leigh Alison 
Ryan, Lynn Elizabeth 
Schilstra, Lonnie R. 
Schmid, Ruth Lee 
Shirreffs, Janet H. 
Snopek, Mary Jo 
Taylor, Lawrence S. 
Thiele, Carol E. 
Woods, Kathleen Mary 
Yeager, Laura Hall 
Zawtocki, Wayne Metthew 
Physical Therapy 
Allen, Marion Aileen 
Anderson, Beverly Jean 
Anderson, Cynthia Rose 
Bosworth, Rhoda Ruth 
Buchanan, Linda Ruth 
Camp, Gail Diann 
Carrier, Deborah Kay 
Farley, William Thomas 
Harris, Mary J. 
Headley, Barbara Joan 
Koczera, Lucia Jean 
Normile, Donald A. 
Pohley, Lucille Doris 
Reed, Constance Jeanne 
Rosen, Diane Paula 
Ross, Carol Ann 
Sackman, Elsie C. 
Schnitzer, Rhoda Ivy 
Stauber, William T. 
Tallmadge, Ellen Louis 
Waldron, Marcia Lyn 
Ward, Janis Lee 
West, Lynne Elaine 
Widding, Mary Bench 
Wiedinmyer, William R. 
Zanetti, Diane P. 
Zezin, Cynthia Joyce 
Ziegler, Janice M. 
During his years at Ithaca Col-
lege--years of growth for the 
college-he not only handled all 
publicity, but at various times 
also served as advisor to the 
Ithacan, instructor in journalism, 
and for ten years was editor of 
an alumni newsletter. In 1958 
the College alumni association 
honored him for his service to 
the College and presented him 
with a watch. 
Mr. Jansen was a graduate of 
Syracuse University, and was 
past president of the Syracuse 
l;niversity Club of Ithaca. He 
was active in many community 
groups, and was vice president 
of the Ernpier State Society, Sons 
of the American Revolution. 
IBcm,etts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
<> 
"We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
<> 
Ted and Rollie 
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The Ithacan 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Thurs.., Fob. 16 
lllllllll p ha et h On "Boro llea l'haothon who drove hla father'1 
car; though he tailed groa.tly, yot bo ,ron-
turod moro. --OT14 
by Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin 
Published weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College. all day Marine Corps Recruit- . . _, . h _ J ___ • 
ing-Lobby "You are the fir.rt and o=y group m t ~ ac~"mic. c1Ym-
...... Paul Graham Yorkis 
.. .. ... .. . . . . . ............... Winifred Gillespie 
al1 day-PEK Sweethearts Ball munity to come and ask the gover1Wr what his positron is ... 
ticket sales-thru Fri. No one had made the slightest effort to find. out from the horse's Editor-in-Chief 
Business Manager 
News--Paula Silbey 
Mary Burdick 
Karen Chapman 
Terry Clark 
Alan F. Hyman 
Steve Pitches 
Sports--Alex Block 
Pam Davis 
Advertising-Sue MacCubbin 
Ellie Bernstein 
Martha Decherney 
Diana Greenberg 
Pat Klein 
2:00 Ithaca-Cortland Builders' mouth."-Ronald Reagan 
Assn.-Rec Rm. 
5:00 Frosh Advisory Board-U5 
6:30 Student Congress LLT 
8:00 Games Room· Staff U-1 
8:15 Alan Hovhaness-Rec Rm 
Not a line from a 1941 movie, the above was uttered by 
Mr. Reagan to a student rally fast week in Sacramento. Truer 
words were never spoken. The Acting Governor, as his constitu-
ent.s like to call him, might have been more accurate by_referring 
to another part of the horse's anatomy. The eloquent banalities 
wh:ich issued forth from that General Electric smile snared a 
one million vote majority in 1:he 1966 election. Yet for a state 
with almost as many religious sects as people, Reagan seemed 
the logical choice. But the post election glow is dimming as ab-
surdity becomes reality. 
Jeff Falkner 
Feature-John Crittenden 
Al Feldman 
Rick Fidgeon 
Larry Hinton 
Charles Miracle 
Rich Stryminski 
Exchange-Jay Swainbank 
Claudia Clark 
Copy-Maureen Nickels Rush Parties: Bill Mentz 
Brian Patterson 
Louise Race 
Hildye Sattler 
Literary-Susan Longaker 
Richard Gerdau 
Helen Brandt 
Steve Lytle 
Jan Melnick 
Delta Kappa-house 
Gamma Delta Pi-house 
Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin 
Steve Schiffman 
Karen Rekemeier Chris Steele Fri., Feb. 17. Nita Tilley 
John Thompson 
Alexis White 
Society-Penny Apsell 
Dara Aronson 
Jim Washington 
Photography-Bob Hults 
Eric Shepard 
7:00 Jewish Sabbath Services-
Coffee House One of Mr. Reagan's fervent election promises was to econ0-
mize. He pledged to cut spending in the nation's fastest_growing 
state. He also vowed to bring order to the "chaos" of the state 
university system. During his first six: weeks as Governor, Reagan 
has been sir;icerely trying to fulfill promises made in the heat of 
campaigning. As a result the University of California has sus-
Bill Yerkes Sue Hill 6:30 F Basketball-Buffalo.A 
Faculty Advisor . .......... ..... ..... . . . ........ ................................................ John Mason Potte1 8:15 String Orchestra-Ford Aud . 
8:30 V Basketball vs. Buffalo-A 
9:00 PEK Sweethearts Ball-The Ithacan office is located on the ground floor of Dorm 12, Rm. 103 on the Ithaca 
College South Hill Campus, Ithaca, ~- Y. 14850 .. The Ithacan is a_member of Inter-
collegiate Press, Collegiate Pr~ss Senvce and Umted Press International. 
Terrace Cafe $3 
Sat., Feb. 18 tained a serious blow. Its head has been lopped off with the sud-Advertising call 274-3147 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. or 273-1025 anytime. 
1:00 F wrestling vs. Oswego-A den_dismissal of its president, Clark Kerr. It-is now threatened Editorial views reflect the opinion of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarly indicate the consensus of 
the student body. 
1:30 v Gymnastics vs. West with further dismemberment by a ten percent cutback in its 
Chester-H budget and an unprecedented (to California) tuition require-
All letters and articles submitted to the Ithacan become the property of the Ithacan. 
The Ithacan reserves the right to correct, edit, or refuse to publish any material sub-
mitted for publication. 
1:30 Indoor Track-Rochester-A ment. 
Editorials - -
2:00 SAE meeting-u..H Mr. Reagan's reactionary moves quite possibly could end 
3:00 V Wrestling vs. Oswego.A the long tradtiion of superior higher education for all qualified 
3:30 V Swimming vs. Genese0-B Californians. Faculty leaders have already stated that tfiese fur-
5:00 V Hockey vs. Buffalo-L.R. ther drastic actions would hinder not only the quality of educa-
6:15 F Basketball vs. Buffalo.A tion but the quantity of students the University could accomm0-
8:15 String Orchestra-Ford Aud. date. Yet Mr. Reagan shows no sign of weakening as he con-
8:30 V Basketb:111 vs. Buffalo-A tinues the University's mutilation. 
/8,realk with Student Governmenf Rush p~\a In spite of pious pronouncements that sacrifices must be :~aM:hi z:ta m~de for the sake of California's fiscal well-being; the thoug~t 
The Ithacan, as of this issue, will no longer 
carry on official relations with the Ithaca 
College Student Government and as such has 
withdrawn its representative to Student Con-
gress. 
The decision to break with student govern-
ment was reached by a unanimous vote of 
the Ithacan Editorial Board. 
It is the opinion of the Editorial Board that 
student government should have nothing what-
so-ever to do with the operation of the Ith-
acan and that they have no right to approve 
or disapprove of the Editor and Chief. The 
present constitution of Student Government 
provides for such action, yet fails to state what 
criteria should be used when a new editor is 
considered. 
The Ithacan maintains that the present stu-
dent government constitution provides a sys-
tem of representation which unjustly favors 
the Greek organizations and discriminates 
against the larger living units. 
The Ithacan holds that student government 
has not represented the best interests of the 
student body and that contrary to the "Goals 
of Student Government" the Ithaca College 
Student Government has been reactionary 
rather than programmatic. 
This is not to say that the Ithacan is plan-
ning to ignore student government. Rather it 
is the Ithacan's hope that by being totally in-
dependent we will be in a better position to 
give the student body an unbiased paper. 
Sigma Alpha Nu anses that perhaps Mr. Reagan has some darker purpose m 
Mu Phi Epsilon mind. Certainly he hasn't forgotten his pledge to restore order to 
Pi Lambda Chi the university system. He was totally appalled by the 1964 Free 
A E Rho Speech Movement at Berkeley. Clark Kerr, Reagan's scapegoat, 
Sun., Feb. 19 was quickly disposed of. Quite possibly the current talk of econ-
ll:OO Mass Ford Aud. omy is nothing more than a move by Mr. Reagan to gain a 
ll:00 Prot. Services-Mass Choral better bargaining position for the state in its conflict with the 
Rm. University. As a politician Mr. Reagan would not be completely 
5:00 Episcopal Eucharist Ser.-U5 adverse to a deal. The sudden economy measures might cease to 
5:00 Mass-Chaplains office apply to the University if it agreed to abandon its autonomy. 
8:00 EUB feature film-"The The deal is clear: trade freedom for money. If truce comes in 
Naked and the Dead" Rec Rm these terms the state will either directly or indirectly assume 
Rush Party: the administrative controls of the University. Delta Sigma Pi-house 
Mon., Feb. 20 
All day Student Government 
Week Information Table (thru 
Fri.) 
All hope this will be the state's last encroachment. It will 
be. No more wiil be needed. You can't bea·t a dead horse. 
FROM THE MAILROOM 
Will .Adam Keep the !Faith Baby ? 
7:30 Forensics-US 
7:30 MGB U5 by Steve Schiffman 
Tues., Feb. 21 The ancient philosopher sat back, ·and looked at those gath-
Adam Clayton Powell has made a poor ef-
fort to clean up all the problems he has man-
aged to get himself into. He has finally said 
that he will pay the court ordered damages 
to Mrs. Esther James and will even come back 
to New York and face his contempt charges. 
\Vhat will happen to Adam can't yet be de-
termined. 
Why he is going straight though should be 
obvious. Adam Clayton Powell, C'ongressman 
and preacher and Negro leader has come to 
his Waterloo. Congress finally gathered to-
gether enough courage and strength to deny 
Adam his seat. They have deprived him of his 
bullet proof podium. When this was first 
threatened, the Harlem prophet said all hell 
would break loose. It hasn't. Oh, many threats 
were made, Detroit suffered for a while, and 
things became a little tense but Adam is still 5:30 Ithacan Editorial Board- ered around him. Slowly, methodically, he spoke these words: "A 
on the outside looking in. Job Rm . long rime ago, in a far off land, there lived an old man, his 
We hope it stays this way for any person 6:15 F Basketball vs. LeMoyne-H grandson and a donkey. One day, the old man came to the boy 
who disrespects the Jaw as much as he does 6:30 Women DA's US and told him of the great journey they were about to embark 
has no right to hide behind it, has no right 7:00 Open Orientation Meeting on. He said that they would travel many miles, cross many 
to help formulate it, and should be punished Rec Rm rivers and see many new sights. And so, it came to be, the old 
to its full extent just as any other citizen 7:3o IFC-Job Rm man and the little boy packed their belongings on the back of 
would be. S:OO Student Court-Intv Rm the ass and set off. 
8:15 _Bailey Hall Series: Regine "After traveling for several days, the trio came to a town. Mr. Powell believes his homble efforts in 
New York will help him regain his congres-
sional seat. That the muddy waters will turn 
to dear streams, just like Bimini. Hopefully 
the New York courts will treat Adam as they 
wolud any~iie else in similar circumstances. _ 
Under all this pressure will Adam keep the 
faith baby? We don't know, but we hope he 
doesn't get back in Congress until his affairs 
at home are cleaned up. 
Crespm th Th 
_ ENG-Ul The people ca.me out onto the streets to see e strangers. ey 8
"
15 
B k tball LeM looked at the old man and the little boy walking beside the 8:30 V as e . vs. oyne- d 
H donkey. A spokesman for the town came to the old man an 
- "Blue Angel" Hobart Col- said, "Why must the little boy walk when you have a, strong 
lege-Adm. FREE to all I.C. stu- animal which can carry him." The old man thought for a mo-
dents with an I:D. card ment, and then lifted the boy onto the back <J! the ass, and set 
Wed., Feb. 22 off. S th h Th I 
4:oo v Swimming vs Oswego-A " oon ey came upon anot er town. e townspeo~ e came 
5.0 WGB-U5 onto the streets 'to see the strangers. They looked at the httle boy 
5:00 An uaI G O ge Washington riding the ass. A spokesman for the town caml: to the old man 
Wfhm AD'e il'hey Waiting IFoD'? 
c:i:mpus ~est !u:tion-Un Lobby and said, 'You are old and tired, the boy is young and strong. 
6:00 EUB Executive and Direc- It is you who ride the ass, the little boy can walk.' The old 
torate.Job Rm man thought for a moment, and then lifted the little boy from 
6:30 In.formal Christian Science the animal's back, and climbed on to the ass, and then set off. With the rushing period drawing to a close 
I.F.C. is still sitting back on its laurels and 
watching it all go by. To date there has been 
no information regarding the rushing program 
provided for the student body. Even at last 
week's Student Government meeting the I.F.C. 
report stated that everything was the same--
yet how can it be with approximately 2,000 
students still in the dark about Greek organi-
zations on campus. I.F.C. has let the student 
body down by failing to act when action was 
necessary. 
I.F.C. this year has been the weakest in 
many years at Ithaca College considering the 
potential of its members. It is true that they 
have accomplished certain liquor privileges for 
the Greeks etc. However, the spring pledge 
class, which has always been the largest, has 
been denied the information ther rightly de-
Group ~-l It wasn't long before .they came to another town. All the 
7:3o ~e~·Ul . townspeople came onto the streets to see the strangers. They 
serve. 
S:OO PoliticRmal Sctence Club looked at the little boy walking besides the ass, with the old man 
Forum-Rec · · · d 
S:OO V Wrestling vs. Wilkes-H riding. A spokesmanth forlittlthe tbown camlk e tho the old _md anyandhsa1 
It is interesting to note that Cornell Uni-
versity had a 15% increase in the number of 
.15 B Ens bl Recital 'How can you let at e oy wa w en you n e. ou ave 8
- rass em e · · b k h Id "d th I' Th Id a strong ammal, you ot s ou n e e ass e o man 
pledges this spring. This is i;redited to their Thurs., Feb. 23 
I.F.C. taking stands on pertinent campus is- All day Ithacan-voting booth 
sues and also providing information to the 6:30 Student Congress-I.LT 
student body about the Greeks on campus. 8:00 MENSA Meeting-Ul 
. . . _ 8:00 EUB Special Film-"Virgin 
It will be interesting to see the fmal report Spring"-Rec Rm 
on t~ percentage of Greek pledges at Ithaca 8:15 Slide Showing-''Muslc in 
as--ci>mpared with those at Cornell considering Europe Tour'' 
that our I.F.C. has taken no initiative this 7:30-10:30 Dorm 2 House Open-
semester. ing 
thought for a moment, and then lifted the boy onto the back 
of the animal. The two of them, riding the ass, set off. 
"By and by, they came to a large river. The donkey slowly 
walked into the water, with the old man and the little boy sittnig 
on his back. The current was too strong for the animal, and with 
the weight of the two, he drowned." 
The ancient philosopher now concluded: ''The moral of this 
story," he said, "is that when you try to please everyone, you 
lose your ass.'' 
On Wall Street 
by John Crittenden 
Those of us who own stocks of one kind or another and who 
have been following them with any degree of regularity will 
probably have noticed that there has been an increase in stock 
prices. Three main reasons for this advance are: 1) easier money, 
2) the increasing amount of confidence that investment institu-
tions have in the stock market, and 3) the persisting rumors of 
peace in Viet Nam. This last point has apparently been the 
dominant force behind this rise. 
Why- According to one expert, if the hope of peace ma-
terializes, then there will be little change from a short term 
outlook-aside from the fact that the market will show a slight 
rise reflecting the emotions of the nation in obtaining peace. 
But in the long run, one will find that resources are being di-
verted to domestic projects. This will eventually lead to easier 
money which will, in tum, lead to a further stimulation of the 
present business boom. 
With this great prosperity the fear of a recession is a prom-
inent one ( a recession being typified by a sharp drop in indus-
trial production, a lower GNP, a lower personal income, and a 
higher unemloyment rate, but again coming from the people 
who should know, the chances are that 1967 will show yet an-
other rise on the business front. 
Two weeks ago this column mentioned a merger between 
the second leading producer of cigarettes and several diversified 
companies. Well, 1t seems that this may be a trend for the cig-
arette industry: R. J. Reynolds, the leading cigarette producer 
has announced its plans to buy up the control of Filmco, Inc. 
the leading supplier of protective wrappings for meats and frozen 
foods. This makes the fifth company outside the tobacco indus-
try that Reynolds has bought in the last four years ( thus placing 
it in the lead for diversification in the tobacco industry!) 
TRIVIA ON WALL STREET 
There are 3.5 million skiers who spent $750 million t:his 
year; macaroni consumption totaled 1,838,975,000 pounds; in the 
apparel industry, the following items are in demand: dusters 
and nylon bikirus, adjustable women's belts (maybe because of 
the item mentioned above?) and men's raincoats with zip-out 
linings. 
Emphasis ... The Nation 
by John Thompson 
The news of the nation last week seemed to center around 
debate over President Johnson's proposed Six Percent Surtax. 
The President's address of a few weeks ago included the tax pro-
posal which was designed to cut: the government's deficit spend-
ing and curb inflation as well. On the outside, the tax program 
seems to conquer two evils with one big effort. But debate over 
the proposal has turned up many · differences of opinion. 
Emphasis "' The World 
by Brian Patterson 
TALKS OF PEACE to end the Vietnam war seemed to 
reach a frenzy as the truce for the Lunar New Year began 
Wednesday. With the temporary cease-fire came perhaps the 
best prospects in years that the road for talks could brin!?; an end 
to the war. Early in the week informed sources reported that if 
n<? prolonged cease-fire resulted from the New Year Truce, the 
c~1mate for such a development would not occur again for a long 
time. But as the week went on, hopes for a concession on either 
side's part was not in the offing. Despite the flurry of mes-
sages, statements, and rumors it became evident that if Wash-
ington and Hanoi reaHy had something to say, neither side 
heard what it wished to hear. Appeals for a continued cease-
fire came from all over the world. Pope Paul VI asked for "a 
just and stable peace" through immediate negotiations. U TI1ant 
asked for a prolongation of the cease-fire in hopes of bringing the 
war to the conference table. Even Soviet Premier Kosygin main-
tained that here "could be" talks if the bombing of North Viet-
nam were halted indefinitely. However as the Johnson Admini-
stration has maintained in the past, such calls for bombing halts 
are merely attempts to inhibit U.S. Military action for Com-
munist gains. However the Americans did respond with one of 
the clearest definitions yet of "their" peace terms: "There could 
be talk in exchange for talk or military restraint in exchange 
for military restraint, or both, but no exchange of tangible deeds 
for formless words." President Johnson answered the Pope's ap-
peal by saying "I know you would not expect us to reduce mili-
tary action unless the other side is willing to do likewise." At 
the end of the truce on Sunday President Johnson was called 
on to resume bombing in the North because despite a week's 
worth of discussion nothin!!; could be accomplished. Perhaps he 
felt that he could not risk another prolonged halt, either politic-
ally or militarily. As early as Friday of last week reports of 
enemy "incidents" during the truce dispelled hopes that Hanoi 
was ready for peace. Hopes for an early settlement have flown 
out the window, but surely not to the blame of the President. 
0 0 0 
THE SPLIT BETWEEN PEKING AND MOSCOW took 
an enormous leap in view of the hostile developments of the last 
few weeks. The immediate cause of the growing split was an 
incident on Jan. 25 in Moscow's Red Square. Peking reported 
that 67 Chines students that were innocently singing and chant-
ing political slogans in front of Lenin's tomb were savagely at-
tacked by Soviet Police. However according to Moscow the in-
cident was fabricated by the Chinese for "provocatory" pur-
poses. Since the incident the Chinese have verbally attacked the 
Russians in every way possible. It seems as though the Chinese 
were deliberately tryi_ng to force the Soviet Union into breaking 
diplomatic relations. Yet it seems apparent that Moscow is de-
termined to maintain at least a skeleton diplomatic corp in 
China as long as possible for many reasons. One is Moscow's 
commitment to assist North Vietnam in the war. Another might 
be that: Russia would be reluctant to break relations with a fel-
low Communist ,nation, and finally it is hoped that the Maoist 
faction in China will lose out to a leadership more in favor of the 
ideas and friendship of the Russians. 
Art Review 
Originally, it seems, the LBJ administration had set aside 
this 6% tax pr~am to be used as a potent weapon when infla-
tion ran away with itself. Apparently the President feels that 
the economy is presently lawng sufficiently and inflation is ad-
vancing beyond its boundaries, because the weapon has now been 
revealea. Whether or not the weapon will be used depends on 
Congress. Undoubtedly the debate over the surtax wiHgo on for 
some time before either victory or defeat is met. Even t:he 
economists debate the usefulness of the t:ax, and that's a bad 
sign, to be sure. Although our economy is far too complex to by Bill Thayer 
~e understood by anyone, perhaps the. tax will. be :l; lucky stab "Art: USA" is the title of the current exhibition at Cornell 
m the dark that J?Uts a damper on the 1!1fernal mflanon. We can University's Andrew Dickson White Museum. The exhibit is 
be sure of 0!1,e t:hmg at: Ie.ast; the tax will be debated very, very sponsored by the Johnson Wax Company whose original intent 
thoroughly m the upcoming months. was t:o display new American artists. Lee Nordness, who select-
• 
0 0 
ed the paintings for the Johnson Company, attempted to sup-
THE CALIFORNIA COLLEGE CONTROVERSY con- port living artists' newest works and in doing so, to sample the 
tinued last week, as Ronald Reagan continued to be on page various trends of contemporary American painting. 
one. The governor was besieged with the bands of protesting The show consists of 102 paintings ranging from the well-
college students that he has seen so much of recently. The pro- known "combine paintings" of Rauschenberg to the hardedgc 
test groups have been complaining for some time now about geometric works of Albers. What the show lacks in individual 
Reagan's proposal to start charging tuition to California students representation, it makes up for in the scope of its random samp-
who go to California's state colleges. Reagan says the tuition Jing of American painting. Some of the older and perhaps more 
plan 1s in the best interest of the people of California. However, familiar names in American painting-Goodnough, Hartigan, 
when the protest groups counter with the fact that they are deKooning, Kline, Albers, Davis are there along with many more 
Californians ... Mr. Reagan seems to he creating another Viet Jes srecognized painters-Tworkov, Levi, Cadmus, Blume; Kepes, 
Nam on the West Coast. And if it's publicity he wan1:s, he has and Rattner. There has been no attempt to capture any distinct 
an overabundance. trend, fad, school or what have you. The Johnson Company has 
• 
0 0 merely collected a large cross section of paintings produced be-
IN WASHINGTON LEGISLATION last week, the very tween 1959 and 1962. 
mucli needed twenty-fifth amendment finally became law as A trip to Andrew Dickson to sec "Art: USA" is well worth 
the thirty-eighth state ratified it. This amendment provides that the effort. Although the show is dated, it offers unlimited dis-
upon the death .of the president, the vice-president shall assume 
presidency as always, but he will appoint a new vice-president t:o coveries to the interested and knowledgable viewer. AU of the 
serve under him. This amendment takes away some of the con- paintings were done between 1959 and 1962, and as a result the 
fusion of the old law in which the House and Senate leaders viewer must remember that vast changes have occurred in 
were next in line for the presidency. The whole thing _stemmed American painting since 1962. Franz Kline, who is represented 
from the perilous situation that: came about after Kennedy's by a large black and white abstract entitled "cnercc C" died in 
assassination in 1963. Behind LBJ were two very old and seem-
ingly incompetent men who would assume the presidency should 1962. Rauschenberg, winner of the Bicnnale some three years 
anything else happen. Therefore we may thank these two, Mr. ago with one of his "combine paintings," has since given up 
McCormack and Mr. Haydin, for being so instrumental in the painting and gone into "electric" action works. Many of the 
adoption of the new twenty-fifth amendment. (Text of Amend- works ring of the great Abstract-Expressionist period following 
ment may be found on page 2.) the war, while others such as Kelly and Albers display the 
• 0 0 
' . strains of the current "hardedge pop" which is so popular today. 
1968 PRESIDENTIAL RACE. Republican George Romney · 1 h. h 
of Michigan decided to take a trip westward this week to visit Be sure to get in and see the few pieces of scu pture w 1c 
some Mormon friends and maybe even talk politics. Perhaps are on t:he second floor off one of the main rooms. Roy Lichten-
Mr. Romney is contemplating running for the White Housel stein, famed pop artist is represented as well as Jim Dine ( who 
We wish him better luck than the last Republican candidate had. is, incidentally, the artist in residence at Cornell this year). 
Now if the Republican party were to support Romney. . . Olden~urg, Warhol, and Segal can also be found in this little 
0 
, • 
0 
"dark room" and although the pieces are small, they are excel-
We g_rit: our teeth and chain smoke several packs as we I I 
look at what's new on the DRAFT SITUATION. It was dis- lent representations of each artist's particu ar sty e. 
closed last week that the President's Commission on Selective "Art: USA" affords an opportunity for an interesting after-
Service is going to unload a bit: of a bombshell within a week or noon - Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday 11 :00 a.m.-5 :00 
two. This committee ~ei;s no reason for educa·tional deferments. p.m. and Sundays from 2:30 p.m.5:30 p.m.-as well as a chance 
It ~ees _no reason for givmg J!OWer to local draft boards. It wants to view and come to understand the directions that American 
to mst1tute a random-selection pi:_ocedure ~~ereb:y the ~nlucky . · h t k · h l st few years. The show closes Febru-
ones-be they smart or dumb-will be sacr1£1ced m the Jungles. pamtmg as. a_ en 10 t e a . . 
Outstanding suggestion. This topic should liven up the news in ary 19, and 1t 1s sure to be the biggest and most comprehensive 
the weeks to come. display of the academic year. 
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All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. Names will be withheld upon request. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
A Critique 
Dear Editor: 
From your most recent issue I 
learned that (1) you highly recom-
mend that women on this campus 
make a more determined effort 
to dress "nicely," that is, to try 
as hard as possible to dress like 
every other girl on campus; and 
(2) that the Executive Committee 
(whatever that is--apparently not 
much if it spends its time deal-
ing with such matters as this) 
has approved Glamour Magazine's 
"Best Dressed College Girl Con· 
test," and, in the spirit of child-
ishness, foolishness and silliness, 
has agreed to sponsor such an 
election on our Campus. Surely, 
your editorial was meant as some 
kind of subtle sick joke, and, 
hopefully, this election is only be-
ing planned · as some sort of lark 
to temporarily take the students' 
minds off the grind· of their col-
lective studies. In the event this 
analysis is correct, I should like 
to say your efforts at humor are 
rather pathetic. 
If, however, your editorial is 
serious, and if the election will 
actually be held, I would like to 
say a word. I believe that the pur-
pose of going to college is some· 
thing more than the daily effort 
of making one's self as attractive 
as possible to the opposite sex. In 
fact, as you probably would agree, 
the caliber of a college is seldom 
determined by the dressing habits 
of its student body. I know, of 
course, that many members of 
our own student body believe 
that one of the most unfortunate 
things about Cornell is the 
"wierd" personal comportment of 
many of its students. (Apparently 
you would agree.) However, it is 
of course also true that our Col-
lege does not measure up to Cor-
nell as an academic institution 
(and to the extent that such ab-
surdities as elections for the best 
dressed girl continue to take 
place, our College never will). 
Many aspects of Ithaca College 
simulate their counterpart in the 
typical high school. For instance: 
we annually elect Queen of This 
or That or Most This or Least 
That, etc. However, the election 
of best dressed girl, in my view, 
transcends all of these other im-
pediments in terms of its sheer 
intellectual feebleness. Surely in 
the future your editorials will 
reflect your concern about mat-
ters a ·little less infantile. If you 
can't think of anything else, by 
the way, try reading the daily 
newspapers; you might be sur-
prised about the number of 
strange things happening today 
worth discussion. (Examples: Ever 
given much thought to such items 
as nuclear war? spoilation of the 
air and water? civil rights? popu-
lation explosion?) I think per-
haps my question is rhetorical, 
since your answer to it is implied 
in your editorial. 
Incidentally, please pass on my 
congratulations to the girl who 
tion and that Student Govern-
ment has agreed to run the elec-
tion as a service and favor to 
the Ithacan. 
Sponsoring this contest was not 
meant to be "a lark". Rather it 
is an effort by the Ithacan to 
give Ithaca College some de-
served exposure and the oppor-
tunity for a coed to achieve some 
degree of notoriety. 
Finally, in reply to the com-
ment about what Ithaca College 
students think about the dress 
at Cornell is a false assumption 
on his part. The Ithacan does 
not agree that " ... our College 
does not measure up to Cornell 
as an academic institution." Cor. 
nell may be a very fine institu-
tion in many respects but com-
pare the quality of Ithaca Col. 
Iege's musical presentations and 
drama department offerings to 
Cornell's some time, just for an 
example. We would like to add 
that maybe what is wrong with 
a few of the Ithaca College fac-
ulty is that all they do is jump 
on the institution of which they 
are an employee and never do 
a thing about it except write let-
ters. The Editor 
In Defense 
Dear Editor: 
That Mr. Formaini did not care 
for the way in which the works 
of Brahms, Beethoven, Ravel, 
Tchaikovsky, and "others" were 
presented by the Ithaca College 
Orchestra, is his prerogative. 
However, his insulting remarks, 
that were obviously directed to-
ward :Mr. Wells, were entirely 
uncalled for, rude, and in ex-
tremely bad taste. 
I believe that an apology is in 
order. 
Sincerely yours, 
Alexis White 
Poli Sci Club 
Dear Editor, 
It thoroughly depresses me 
when I am forced to be constantly 
faced with undo insults directed 
towards the lack of interest on 
the part of Ithaca College Stu-
dents concerning world affairs 
and national current events. 
It is dangerous to stereotype 
our population merely by what :s 
visible in the Pub and the snack 
bar. If some of the bypcrcritics 
of our student body are willing 
to change their basic views about 
US, they are welcome to visit a 
meeting of the infant Political 
Science and International Rela-
tions Club. It is composed most-
ly of majors and other interested 
students who discuss, with a great 
deal of proficiency, (I might add) 
the plight of the world, and ulti-
mately ourselves. 
It is unfortunate that people 
always have the time to criticise 
but rarely the desire to validate 
their criticisms. 
Sincerely, 
Jane W. Negri 
is chosen as best dressed on our r--------------. 
campus, and my sympathy to the 
Exectuive Committee for the obv-
ious inanity of their typical 
agenda. 
Charles Sackrey 
The Reply 
Professor Sackrey must have 
a rather narrow and selective 
point of view. 
The Ithacan did not recommend 
that coeds dress alike. It is our 
opinion that generally a girl in 
a skirt looks better than one in 
slacks. The Ithacan feels that the 
women at Ithaca College can 
maintain their individuality while 
wearing clothes other than slacks. 
If Professor Sackrey read the 
entire article which appeared in 
last week's Ithacan he might 
have noticed that the Ithacan is 
sponsoring the contest in ques-
** 
** 
** 
** 
TH IE ITHACAN 
NEEDS 
more copy 
a break 
student classified 
ads 
freshmen 
* * student support 
** a pack of 
Winston's - this 
week 
** another break 
-and-
peace ! 
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The Week in Science 
by Bill Aucoin, UPI 
A one-year-old boy with stomach cancer had a life expec-
tancy of 18 months when his despairing parents took him to St. 
Jude's Children Research Hospital in Memphis. Doctors had to 
tell the young mother and father that the tumor was beyond 
surgery. Nevertheless they tried a new drug. 
Today the youngster is five years ?Id and almost ready to 
start school. There is no sign of the origmal cancer. 
The drug was Vincristine. It comes from a relative of the 
Periwinkle plant, a herb with solid blu_e or white flowers. ':fhe 
drug was the subject of a recent sym_pos1_um at St. Jude Hosp1~al 
for physicians who concentrate on f1ghtmg the number-one dis-
ease killed in contemporary soci<-"ty. 
Dr. Oleg Sel.awry of the St. Jude staff said the drug, when 
used alone, has eliminated all signs of malignancy in half of the 
cases. 
Most of the patients at St. Jude's are leukemia victims. 
Leukemia is a cancer of the bone marrow cells. The bad cells 
can outgrow nonn'.11 cells and will i~vade other organs of the 
body such as the liver, spleen and kidney. 
The leukemia victim becomes anemic. Not enough blood 
cells are produced to fight infections. Leukemia victims have a 
tendency to bleed. 
When administered with other drugs Vincristinc produced 
results better than the 50 per cent mark. 
This is how Dr. Selawry explained it: "Using a combina-
tion of drugs at present ~e can get more than 80 per cc_nt ?f 
those with acute Leukemia to feel perfectly well. Everythmg 1s 
just like normal. A physician who did not know the cl,iagnosis 
could not detect it. One of the most effective drugs to do that 
is Vincristine." 
With traditional medical conservatism, physicans refrain 
from calling Vincristine a cure or even a breakthrough. 
As Dr. Selawry put it ... "It is strongly active against cer-
tain types of cancer. Basically it stops cell division. But it is 
much too soon to label it a cure." 
The drug Vincristine came into use about 1962 after several 
years of research. Dr. Selawry gives Dr. Irving Johnson of the 
Lilly Research Laboratories credit for "taking it off the shelf." 
It had been used for years in treating diabetes in East India. 
Literary Review 
by Susan Longaker 
\Vhat do you first think of when _you hear the name Abra-
ham Lincoln? I always think of The Gettysburg Address. Since 
today was. Lincoln's _Birthday, I thought I would comme':llorate 
it by readmg an article about that address. I found one m The 
Cornell Library Journal, winter edition, written by Mr. John 
Mason Porter. 
In his article, Mr. Potter discusses the history behind an 
address which was orig'!nally to "formally set aside ... grounds" 
for the victims of the Gettysburg battle. What struck me about 
this article was the richness of details, many of which I had 
never known or heard told before. For example, I learned that 
some people felt that Lincoln was not properly suited to give 
such a serious speech, because he lacked the proper seriousness 
for the occasion! The author even includes what the president 
appeared like ·to outsiders. In a short story, doubtfully factual, a 
woman describes Lincoln as very serious and quiet on the train 
takin__g him to the address and grounds. Already we have seen 
two Lincolns! 
Such inclusion of detai:ls makes this article very interesting 
and informative. Mr. Potter seems to know his information, and 
his interest in his subject shows in this article. Anyone who en-
joys the three L's ... that is, Lincoln, Literature, or Little known 
facts and thoughts, will enjoy this article immensely. It may be 
obtained by writing The Cornell Library Journal. 
Chaplain's Corner 
by the Bthaca College Chaplains 
This week: Father William Graf 
Love makes the world go round. Ask ten people to define 
love and you will get ten different definitions. Love is lots of 
things. It is a father going off "tO work at 6:30 on a cold morning 
to earn enough money to put me through college. Love is a 
mother giving up a winter coat so that I can have one. To my. 
boy friend it is a good night kiss. Love, to my girl friend, may 
be watching me play basketball. It is having children, and eating 
jelly beans, dying in Vietnam, cooking steaks over charcoal, 
working as an aide in a mental hospital, just being with some-
body ruce. 
No wonder love makes the world go round, you could go 
in circles trying to find out its meaning. It would be better to 
love rather than to define it. Words flow from our lips like water 
over Niagara Falls. Like Lisa Doolittle, we can say-"I'm so 
sick of words--show me!" The older we get, the more deft we 
should become in meaning the words we use. 
When I say "I love," I mean a little of me has been given 
in the service of another. I make room in my life for someone 
else. A little of me has died that someone else might have joy 
or happiness. The lover is like a burning candle. The candle bums 
itself out to give light and warmth. In a re.al sense, the lover 
burns with love to give light to others and warm those around 
him. 
The, candle doesn't worry about what it will get in return. 
It gives light ·and warmth because that is its purpose. Man, too, 
must lov~ve light and warmth to others because this is his 
purpose. If we are true •to our purpose in life, we will be happy; 
but more, the world will be a better place because we lived in it. 
NUTS&BOLTS 
Did you know that rushing is 
well under way, and Silence 
Weck starts Monday ... that the 
junior P.T.'s are not allowed to 
cough in class . . . that Leslie 
Simon has a very strange disease 
known as Hoof-in-mouth ..• that 
Dorm 11 bad a party(?) last Fri-
day morning--outside ... that a 
certain professor caught the 
mumps from his daughter . . . 
that fighting adds a little spice 
to a hockey game . . . that Pat 
R. cannot read signs very well, or 
is it his name that confuses him 
. . . that Spring Vacation is get-
ting closer, only 29 days ... that 
the ski rope tow has been run-
ning, occasionally . . . that Mr. 
Birnbaum ought to practice fire 
drills in his hotel . . . that they 
still haven't found Miss America 
. . . that the basketball team made 
a breakthrough, they won their 
first away game . . . that there 
are only 10 Saturday nights left 
till the end of the year! ... that 
Dr. Sackery would rather have 
sloppily _dressed students than no 
students at all ... that the Fru-
bitz's and the Gromm's live next 
door . . . that love makes the 
world go 'round. 
String Orchestra 
To Make Debut 
Sanford Reuning and the Ithaca 
College String Orchestra will 
make their debut in a Ford Hall 
auditorium concert Friday eve-
ning, Feb. 17, at 8:15. The public 
is invited to attend the admission 
free event. 
The 13 underclassmen and wo-
men who comprise the orchestra 
were chosen for membership by 
audition to play music written 
especially for string ensembles. 
In their opening COJ!.cert they 
will perofrm "Concerto Grosso, 
Opus 6, No. 2" by · Corelli and 
"Concerto Grosso, Opus 11" by 
Sammatini. The program will ir-
clude two contemporary works· 
"Introit for Strings" by Vincent 
Persichetti and Benjamin Brit-
ten's "Simple Symphony." 
This will also mark the first 
public performance of Ass't. Prof. 
Sanford Reuning as a member of 
the Ithaca College music faculty. 
oll~-P~ 
by Susan Langaker 
In response to my fervent plea of last week, begging for 
more poetry, I received, gratefully, two poems ... no, seriously, 
the poems have been coming in, and I hope they will begin to 
flood in very soon! THAT was a subtle hint to all of you who are 
hoarding ·those poems ... unpile your closets and send, send, 
SEND! 
The sea is calm-the sun has fallen, 
Hissing its 'last farewells. 
It was a frivolous day, but oh! 
so short. 
We ran, at first so swiftly, 
over dunes of sand, 
Up hill and down, until 
the grains in our shoes 
seemed part of us. 
Yet in our minds we knew the end 
must come. 
We ignored it-we paid it 
no heed. 
Oh! what .fools . 
And thus the beach remains, 
unmarked by passing footsteps! 
OH! THE .SUMMER AGAIN ... 
FORGETTING 
Forgetting would be easier 
If you had been unkind, 
But just to say it's over, 
And to toss you from my mind 
Like an old discarded letter 
In the trash shown aside, 
-Theo 
I think it would be easier, 
to try and stop the tie. 
-Joan Jack 
SOFI'LY 
The soft rays of morning light 
Cleanse and clear the harried mind. 
The infernal sphere, once dim-now bright; 
Hell once so aloof, is now so kind. 
Creation was never so sweet, 
Nor the eternal garden more sacred. 
The holiness needs no heart to beat: 
Where it doesn't exist, no souls have played. 
Life is silent, sings no comforting song, 
The crushing silence is hard to hear. 
The impetus is small, the journey long, 
But the morning is sweet, for you care. 
-David Hughes 
LIFE 
It is danger. 
You, a stranger, 
What do you feel? 
It is sorrowing 
to be borrowing 
iron for steel. 
You who feel 
That strength of steel 
lies in the crowd 
of wood, Just try to seize 
and put out trees 
which easybum and crackle loud. -S.R. 
ANSWER (And you are wind) 
P C W k I smell sweet wind from far-tossed tree eace orp Of But my soul's tongue tastes bitterness, 
Recel·-es Cred,·t I feel wind tender touching me, 
--
Tickle Your 
Mind With 
Trivia 
1. In 1955, the Brooklyn Dodgers 
won their first and only World 
Series. Who was the winning 
pitcher? 
2. In 1960, the American Foot. 
ball League held its first 
Championship game. What two · 
teams played in this historic 
event? 
3. Who is Thad Spencer (hint: He 
is a sports personality)? 
4. Before Wilt Chamberlain broke 
all N.B.A. scoring records, 
which player held the single 
game scoring record? 
5. Included in Sandy Koufax's 
four no.hitters is a perfect 
game. Against which team did 
he accomplish this feat? 
6. Who is the Lieutenant Gover-
nor of New York? 
7. Name Muhammed Ali's eight 
challengers and the order in 
which he fought them. 
8. The Heisman Trophy is award-
ed annually to the outstanding 
college football player in 
America. Name the five win· 
ners of this honor from 1958 
thru 1962. 
Another 
Caesar Falls 
UPI 
Caesar the German Shepherd 
may have a case for the National 
Labor Relations Board. He's been 
fired for doing his job too well. 
Robert Thom of Detroit bought 
the 125 pound dog to guard his 
wife while he was away from 
home. And guard her, Caesar did 
-with a vengeance • . • to the 
point that Thom couldn't get into 
the house ..• had trouble getting 
into the bedrOOm. 
Finally, Caesar began growling 
at Thom for kissing his wife. 
That did it. 
Another mighty Caesar fell ... 
and now is looking for a new 
master. 
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Seven Coeds Vie for Best Dressed Title 
DONOHUE-HALVBlSON, 
INC. 
0 
Plumbing and Heating 
0 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
Photos by Robort Hults 
Candidate's Name: Carol Desch Candidate's Name: Jessica Beth 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza- Savitch 
- tion: Math Club Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
Activities at Ithaca College: Zeta tion: Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Sigma Nu, Freshman Honor Activities at Ithaca College: 
Society-Vice President, Student Alpha Epsilon Rho, television, 
Education Association-Treasur- productions for WICB-TV 
er. Math Club-Treas. Dorm Ad- Favorite Interests: free lance 
visor Tutoring radio-televison announcer, girl 
,, Favorite Interests: Math, skiing, disc jockey at WBBF radio, 
knitting, sewing, travel horseback riding, water skiing, 
Year of Arrival: 1964 trap shooting 
Year of Graduation: 1968 Year of Arrival: 1964 
Age: 20 Year of Graduation: 1968 
Major: Math Education Age: 20 
Future Plans: teaching or com- Major: Television-Radio 
puter programming Future Plans: continue as an on-
Candidate's Name: Leslie Goldin 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
tion: Sigma Alpha Nu, Delta Sig 
Activities at Ithaca College: 
speech clinic nursery, Sigma 
Alpha Eta, Dean's list, tutoring, 
special children's center 
Favorite Interests: sewing, knit-
ting, tnennis, dancing, children 
Year of Arrival: 1964 
Year of Graduation: 1968 
Age: 20 
Major: Speech Pathology and 
Audiology 
Future Plans: speech pathologist 
in N.Y.C. 
Candidate's Name: Barbara 
Mitchell 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
tion: Parkwood Studios 
Activities at Ithaca College: 
House Council, Ski Club 
Favorite 'Interests: skiing, swim-
ming, travel 
Year of Arrival: transfered from 
Drew University in 1965 
Year of Graduation: 1968 
Age: 20 
Major: Sociology 
Future Plans: undecided 
RUSSELL'S l_M!tl~ 
SERVICE ---
STATION 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours--7 Days 
273-37111 
air television announcer. 
Candidate's Name: Rose Marie 
Southworth 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
tion: Delta Phi Zeta 
Activities at Ithaca College: 
Delta Phi Zeta officer-Chaplain 
Favorite Interests: skiing 
Year of Arrival: 1964 
Year of Graduation: 1968 
Age: 21 
Major: Physical Education 
Future Plans: graduate school, 
teaching 
Candidate's Name: Mary-Evan 
Keenan 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
tion: Gamma Delta Pi 
Activities at Ithaca College: 
Gamma Delta Pi, WICB radio, 
finalist-"Sweetheart of Phi 
E K." semi-finalist-''Rose of 
Delta Sig" 
Favorite Interests: driving 
Year of Arrival: 1964 
Year of Graduation: 1968 
Age: 20 
Major: Radio-Television 
Future Plans: TV advertising and 
sales 
Candidate's Name: Marilyn Smith 
Name of Sponsoring Organiza-
tion: Rho Mu Theta 
Activities at Ithaca College: 
Cayugan-Greek Section Editor, 
Dorm Advisor, Phi Delta Pi, 
- House Council, Women's Gov-
erning Board, Newman Club, 
Major's Club, W.A.A., Big 
Sister Program 
Year of Arrival: 1963 
Year of Graduation: 1967 
Age: 21 
Major: Physical Education 
Future Plans: currently student 
teaching in N.Y.C. 
TIHIIE Y ARM SHOIP'$ 
ANNUAL WINTE~ 
SALE OIF YARN 
II.IMITED TIME ONLY 
lrRA TERN DlY JJ lEWl.elll lf 
11,y 0... G. BALFOUR. CO. 
Dthaca College Class Rings 
Ray R.oll,inson-R.othschild's ll>epll'. Store 
First floor 
18ADG1ES-1FAVORS- MUGS- 1i"ROl?IHB1ES 
f?horme Al/t 2-5000 
EACH SA VE 40c 4 oz. SKEIN 
COLUMBIA - MINERVA KNITTING WORSTED 
ALSO 
SOME MOHAIR KITS MARKED DOWN 
TIHHE Y AIRN SlliOfP 
NO. TIOGA ST. NEAR McNEIL'S 
V 
Srruucks, Home Coollc.edl MeaBs 
line eating af low prices 
.Dusi!' right for Student budgets 
V 
U 1 IE. Stato St 
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irwosomes 
l\liss Susan Auslander, a junior 
in physical therapy to Michael 
Kile of the U.S. Army now serv-
ing in Viet Nam. 
Miss Elsie Sackman, a junior 
Nude Causes Stir 
GAINESVILLE, FLA. - Pretty 
Pam Brewer was a cause celebre 
on the University of Florida cam-
pus yesterday and not just be-
cause her 38-25-38 charms were 
displayed nude in an off-campus 
humor magazine. 
She is the center, not only of 
a full-length gatefold picture on 
a white Persian rug, but also of 
a rising controversy over stu-
dent rights and university con-
trol. 
"It could be another Berke-
ley," said Andy Moor, an editor 
on the campus newspaper, Alli-
at Ithaca College, to Robert An- gator. 
derson, a senior at Cornell Uni- Stan Laughlin, an associate law 
verstiy. A July wedding is professor, agreed. "The whole 
planned. area of students' relationship to 
Miss Phy! Marie Lecceardone, a 
1966 graduate of Continental 
Beauty School, to Walter E. 
Smith, who is attending Ithaca 
College majoring in physical 
therapy. 
Miss Katherine Ellen, a 1966 
graduate of Ithaca College, who 
is a phyical therapist at Rancho 
Los Amigos Hospital, Downey, 
California, to Robert Lewis 
Brown a 1966 graduate of Syra-
cuse University. He is a civil 
engineer with the California 
Dept. of Water Reserves in Los 
Angeles. A spring wedding is 
planned. 
Miss Susan Kreischer, a senior 
in the School of Music at Ithaca 
College, to Anthony Maiello, a 
graduate student at Ithaca Col-
lege. Miss Kreischer is president 
of Lambda Chapter of Mu Phi Ep-
silon, international music soror-
ity. Mr. Maiello is a member of 
Phi Mu Alpha, national music 
fraternity, and Pi Kappa Lambda, 
national honorary music fratern-
the university has become in· 
crcasingly sharp in the past few 
years--the whole idea of indi-
vidual rights and a rule of law. 
The students are concerned." 
Pam, who got her parents' per-
mission, posed for the picture 
knowing that it probably would 
make her a public figure in more 
ways than one. 
The coed whose uncovered 
form was displayed in the pre-
vious issue was put on probation 
by the faculty disciplinary com-
mittee. An editorial in the maga-
zine said it would challenge any 
charges made against her. 
ity. A summer wedding is 
planned. 
The former Miss Bonnie Smith 
'68 to Len Tyler '66 both of 
Ithaca College. The marriage took 
place on December 31, 1966 at 
the Hartford Charter Oaks. 
IRobeirft $. f8ootlhrroydl 
Agency One. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need • Carefully Written 
Conscientiously Serviced 
l?hone 272-8 'B 00 
312 IE. Seneca St. Uthaca, IN!. Y. 
TRY US 
Over 10,000 Dtom!I in Stodc 
Scott Sherwood 
Sony Vi!cing 
Grundig Panasonic 
Harmon CC:arclon Audio Dynamics 
Robertn Dual 
AR Motorola 
Garrard Masterworlt 
ll.Af AV~Tif ~DO(l) UECY~@mu 
1201 Dryden Rd. 
.Dct. Rte. 13 0. 366, Ithaca - Phono 273-8777 
"YOUR ELECTRONIC SUPERMARKET" 
Open Mon., Thurs. S. Fri. Until 8:30 
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Agent 38D 
Dear Agent 38D, remove your hair piece, and be-
What does your name mean and come a new woman. (This is 
how did you get it? guaranteed to work just once a 
Signed, night.) 
Curious Dear Agent 38D, 
Dear Curious, My roommate sleeps with his 
I dreamed I was a Phi E K head under the covers and bis 
Sweeheart in my ... On second, feet out. How can I teach him 
Sweetheart in my ... On second the correct way to sleep? 
thought would you believe I was Signed, 
Miss December in 1938? Or bet- Vice-Versa 
ter yet, let's just leave it at-- Dear Vice-Versa, 
Mother Nature was good to me. Don't make hasty decisions-
Dear Agent 38D, his way may be better than yours. 
Last week I attended a rec room Dear Agent 38D, 
dance. After several dances with For my girl friend's birthday 
the same boy--call him John- I gave her a portrait of myself 
I couldn't get rid of him. Worst and a dart board. She's com-
of all, there was an attractive bined the two and now my por-
boy on the other side of the trait is full of holes. Is this sym-
room who caught my eye. What bolic? 
should I have done? Signed, Darted 
Signed, S.O.S. Dear Darted, 
Dear S.O.S. There"s something amiss. She's 
Excuse yourself to the John, supposed to be your target. 
/Rock I n 1 Roll Music 
UTHACA HOTEIL 
,. 
Friday Night 
Dancing 9:00 - 12:30 
Featuring 11The Human Element11 
Saturday Night 
Dancing 9:00 - 12:30 
Featuring 11The Ratchets11 
Take a break from studying ! ! ! 
GOOD FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES 
Try some of our delicious varieties of Subs 
Sandwiches ••• (Steak ones too'} 
Onion Rings 
IL & S <Carrry Out & Resaurani' 
122 S. Cayuga St. 273-4956 
LOOKING FOR SELF-FULFILLMENT? 
SHERUT LA1AM - ISRAEL 
MAY BE YOUR ANSWER 
TO: Sherut La'am (Service to the People) 
515 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
I am a graduate - undergraduate (underline one} between 
19 • 30 and would like you to send me, without obligation, 
FREE information telling how I can serve a full year in 
Israel for only $670 which includes round trip fare. (A fun. 
ited number of long-term loans are available}. I understand 
a knowledge of Hebrew is not a prerequisite. 
NAME (PLEASE PRINT} 
···················· ... ························································································ 
MA.TOR FIELD OF STUDY COLLEGE OR UNIV. 
................................................................................................................. 
STREET ADDRESS PHONE (Optional} 
··················································-····························································· 
CITY STATE ZIP 
Student 
Invenlts 
New Carton 
Greek l-lighlight:s -:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-· 
A university sophomore of 19 
was granted a patent this week 
for a space-saving carton to bold 
golf balls, marbles, ball bearings 
and other hard spheres. Douglas 
J. Sheehan, a student at Wash-
ington State University, invented 
the container when has was a 
high school senior in Redmond, 
Wash. The research was part of 
a mathematics project for a sci-
ence symposium. 
The box, which can be made 
from a sin.gle flat sheet of card-
board, has six diamond-shaped 
sides. As Patent 3,302,843 shows, 
the spheres pack together with 
less empty space than if they 
were in a conventional rectan-
gular container. 
The young inventor is trying 
to interest manufacturers of 
sports equipment, marbles and 
ball bearings in adopting his car-
ton. Although it will be a little 
more expensive than rectangular 
packages, he believes it will also 
be useful for contents other than 
solid round objects of uniform 
size. 
Among the advantages cited 
for the cartons are that they 
can easily be picked up and can 
be piled in an interlocking stack. 
A corner of the package may be 
left open to form a spout. 
Mr. Sheehan registered this 
week at Washington State for the 
second semester of his sophomore 
year. He spent his freshman year 
and the first half of bis second 
at Harvey Mudd College, a sci-
ence and engineering school at 
Claremont, Calif. 
Food Dumped 
VILLANOVA, (UPI) - Rather 
than discipline the 200 students 
who overturned a dozen tables in 
the campus dining hall and 
dumped the food on the floor, 
Villanova University says it will 
try to improve the food and serv-
ice. After the 15-minute demon-
stration occurred in the room 
where 1,300 students eat, a 
spokesman said the university 
closed the hall for 15 minutes 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by Rich Newberg 
Last Tuesday's rush party held 
at the Union was most successful. 
The brothers are looking forward 
to Wednesday evening when Sig-
ma Alpha Nu will hold their sec-
ond rush party in the lobby of 
their house (18A}. 
All brothers are getting 
"psyched" for Saturday night's 
party, which should be an ex-
perience in itself! Purple passion 
is the magic brew, and Toboggan 
Lodge is the place where it's hap-
pening. 
The crest was added to the 
ten-foot, SAN paddle, thus com-
pleting this record breaking piece 
of wooden artistry. Master Car-
penter Jack Rosenblatt is to be 
commended on a fine job. 
Jeff Sedwin has designed and 
almost completed an attractive 
4x8 display board for the frater-
nity. A pictoral composit of past 
fraternity events wiII be set on 
white stars of felt, mounted on a 
navy blue background. 
Delta Sigma Pi 
by Dave Suss 
Deltasig"s first Rush party of 
the Spring semester was very 
well attended by freshmen busi-
ness, accounting and economics 
majors. It was held at the Chanti-
cleer Restaurant in downtown 
Ithaca, and the brothers as well 
as the rushees had a great time. 
Slides, movies, and informal talks 
were on the agenda. Beer, how-
ever, seemed to be the highlight 
of the evening. 
We hope that our second rush 
party will be as success_ful as the 
first. It is to be held Feb. 15, in 
U-1. Bill Wilcox, former president 
of Delta Sigma Pi, and now owner 
of Wilcox Press in Ithaca, will 
give a brief professional talk on 
the printing business. 
Deltasig is happy to announce 
that it has nominated Miss Leslie 
Goldin for the contest sponsored 
by the Ithacan to find the best 
dressed girl on the IC campus. 
We wish Miss Goldin much luck 
in the contest. 
ANSWERS TO TRIVIA 
1. Jonny Podres. The score was 
2-0. 
Thursday ni~t to clean up, then 2. Houston Oilers vs. Los Angeles 
resumed the meal Chargers 
Phi Delta Pi 
by Lois Katz 
A well deserved congratulations 
goes to Cookie Brahm on be-
coming the new President of 
W.A.A., and to Mary Cramer, on 
becoming the new Vice President. 
Cookie is a junior in Physical 
Education, and the treasurer of 
Phi Delt. Mary (Puff} is a sopho-
more in Physical Education, and 
also a member of Phi Delt. 
We would also like to con-
gratulate Bonnie (Smith} Tyler on 
her marriage to Lennie Tyler, 
who graduated from Ithaca Col-
lege last June. Bonnie is a junior 
in Physical Education and a mem-
ber of Phi Delt. 
Phi Delt wishes the best of 
luck to P. K. Cullen, who is par-
ticipating in the E.C.U.B. bowl-
ing tournament at Rochester this 
coming weekend. We are certain 
she will add to LC.'s collection of 
trophies (almost positive any-
way!). 
This past Sunday, Phi Delt held 
its invitational tea for this semes-
ter. This was the final party for 
this spring's rushing period. 
AERho 
by Steve Schiffman 
This Saturday night, Alpha 
Epsilon Rho, the national Radio-
TV fraternity will hold its rush 
party at the home of our advisor, 
Mr. Rudy Paolangelie. Depart-
ment members were personally 
invited to attend. The fraternity 
will provide refreshments. 
Under our new pledge system, 
the fraternity has liberalized the 
professional program. 
Ernie Sauer is making arrange-
ments for a film festival to be 
held within the next few weeks. 
The fraternity will be submit-
ting an original drama, which re-
cently was on WICB-TV, to a 
national contest. 
Things are moving at AERho. 
Gamma Delta Pi 
Congratulations to Pat Salz. 
burg who has been chosen co-
editor of the 1968 Cayugan. 
Also best of luck to Patti 
Heydt and the other four nomi-
nees for the Phi E K Sweetheart. 
The sisters of Gamma Delt are 
planning an exciting spring 
pledge program. Pledge Mistress 
Leslie Rafel predicts, ''It will be 
the berries!" 
Delta Kappa 
by Jack Gedney 
The past weekend ·brought back 
memories of Delta Kappa Na-
tional Fraternity to the Broth-
ers of DK. A number of our 
brothers attended a most amaz-
ing party given by Alpha Chapter 
of Delta Kappa in Buffalo, at 
Buffalo State University College. 
In attendance were two hJndred 
Delta Kappa brothers from all 
over New York state and their 
dates, all enjoying two bands 
and seventy kegs of beer. Repre-
sented at the party were Delta 
Kappa brothers from Iota Chap. 
ter (Genseo}, Phi Chapter (One-
onta}, Beta Chapter (Cortland), 
Kappa Chapter (Oswego) and of 
course Epsilon Chapter from I.e. 
Although Delta Kappa is now a 
local fraternity, it was a na-
tional until 1964, and after last 
weekend's party many of the 
Brotherhood feel that most of 
the benefits of national fraterni-
ties can be had through simple 
cooperation between the local 
chapters. With this goal in mind 
we have invited Alpha Chapter 
from Buffalo down to help us 
celebrate the opening of our own 
lodge this Spring, and have made 
plans to give a statewide Delta 
Kappa party of our own next 
year. 
The Brothers of Delta Kappa· 
have found a new winter sport, 
or new to many of us anyway, in 
the Ithaca College Wrestling 
team. The team and its four 
Delta Kappa brothers have 'had 
a fine season, and as many of 
you know, have received avid 
support from a majority of our 
brotherhood at all their matches. 
Best of luck to DK wrestlers 
Bob Auble, Terry Habecker, Mike 
Turco and Bob Ellis for the rest 
of the season, and especially 
against Syracuse and Cortland. 
The Brotherhood is also look-
ing forward to pledging at this 
time and wishes best of luck to 
our prospective pledges. With 
the approach of Silence Week 
we hope that all "rushees'' will 
carefully consider · their choice, 
but not so carefully that they 
forget that it's "great to be a 
Greek.'' 
The safety pin was invented by 
Walter Hunt of New York City, 
who received a patent for it in 
1849. 
3. He is the second ranked heavy- .---------------------------, 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every 'Evening 
(> 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
ALL AMERICAN 
BOY OF THE WEEK 
JIM RYAN-
BUSINESS '69 
receive, 5 gallon:i,of 
gan FREE 
at 
IFll'CDnk's American 
201 W. Sonoca St. 
weight boxer as compiled by 
Ring Magazine. 
4. Elgin Baylor 
5. Chicago Cubs 
6. Malcolm Wilson 
7. Liston, Patterson, Chuvalo, 
Cooper, London, Mildenberger, 
Williams, and Terrell. 
8. Pete Dawkins, Billy Sannon, 
Joe Bellino, Ernie Davis and 
Terry Baker 
ELEPHANTS 
CRAWL 
to 
CHARJAN 1 S 
State & Tioga Sts. 
for their greeting cards 
and so should you! 
Repair lamP51 
Small Appliances, 
Duplicate Keys 
<> 
JIM'S !FIX-IT SHOP 
219 N. Aurora St. 
272-1820 
YES1 WE1RE OPEN 
Because of Mr. Buzzell's illness, rumors have been 
flying that the Buzzell Studio is closing. Not sol 
During this interim, we are fortunate to have a 
very fine Master of Photography taking our sittings for 
us. You will find the quality up to our usual high stand-
ards. 
Evening appointments are being booked now, and 
re-orders from previous sittings are being taken care of 
as usual. 
THE BUZZELL STUDIO 
128 E. State St. Phone AR 2-3473 
Academy Beauty SaHcirn 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY. 
Open Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
113 S. Cayuga St. 272-5460 
around the dial !Nlew WBCIS !Heads WBCIS--Top Tern This Weck 
1 
Last 
Week by Bill Yerkes 
. . Neil Littaeur, a sophomore 
CBS has done its customary best to implant the kiss of from Santurce Puerto Rico has 
death on the Smor~e~s Brother's new variety show on Sund_ay recently been 'appointed as the 
nights. _Instead of g1vmg the boys a free hand to co_me ~p With news director of WICB. Neil, who 2 
something to nu<!ge Bonanza, they boxed them m with Ed has been a newsman on the sta-
Sulli';an, Jill S~. John, and J}m Nabors. Maybe _they thought tion, felt elated at the appoint- 3 
youv e got to give people an mducement to tune m the Broth- ment and said, "Now I can change 
ers. those things in the news depart· 4 
2 Let's Spend the Night 
Togther 
Rolling Stones 
1 Kind of a Drag 
Buckinghams 
8 The Beat Goes On 
Sonny & Cher 
5 Green, Green Grass 
of Home "The Smothers- Brother's Comedy Hour" is a vast improve- ment which I felt were wrong 
ment over last season's situation comedy, "The Smothers Broth- while I was reporting." Starting 
er's_ S)10w.~' (?ccasion·all)'." the Brothers got in so1!1e of thei~ highly off Neil made sure that there was 5 
ind1v1duahst1c and at times very subtle material. That 1s when more campus news on the air and 
they didn't have to fit in Miss St. John, Nabors, or Sulivan. he has given the fifteen minute 
Jackie Gleason's show, the new Honeymooners, a hybrid news report at six o'clock a new 6 
situation comedy and variety, uses much more elaborate pro- sound. He feels that there should 
duction than the old Honeymooners which took place in the same be more local news on the air and 7 
Tom Jones 
9 Love is Here and Now 
You're Gone 
Supremes 
10 Gimme Some Lovin' 
Spencer Davis Group 
4 I Had Too Much to 
Dream set, show after show, week after week. has increased the local coverage 
Sheila McRae is no Audrey Meadows, but she docs get bet- on WICB-Fl\1'. Neil's wish is to Electric Prunes 
6 (We Ain't Got) 
Nothin' Yet 
Blue Magoos 
rer every week. Art Carney as Ed Norton is still as great as make the I.C. campus one of the 8 
ever, and of course Mr. Gleason displays the tremendous timing best informed. 
that makes him one of the best in the business. The WICB sports department 
9 has a new sound. It is due to the 15 Pretty Ballerina Left Banke 
The Ithacan 
Still Loves 
PT'ers in NYC 
Discussion 
This Sunday, at 11:05, Pro-
fessor Martin Rand will be the 
special guest on WICB's DIS-
CUSSION program. The topic of 
conversation will be "The moral-
ity of today's society." 
Two students will also be on 
the show. Drama major Leslie 
Shreve and Gerry Kelly, a TV· 
radio major will express their 
views. 
Producer Steve Schiffman will 
act as moderator. 
7 98.6-Keith fact that a new sports director, 10 Don Berman has been appointed. 
Don, who hails from Wilkes-Barre Pick Hit: Dedicated to the One I Love--Mama's & Papa's 
Compiled by AI Rosen Pa. has undertaken the job of revamping the sports department. 
He has added coverage of all ___________ _ 
home hockey games and has 
added to the staff new sports-
casters who not only know the 
sport and the players, but who 
can also convey the action of the 
game to the radio listener. Don 
says that he wants Ithaca College 
to have the best coverage of 
sports that is possible and his 
dream is becoming a reality. 
The first university in the 
world was the University of Sa-
lerno, founded in the ninth cen-
tury. 
The first women's college in 
America was Mount Holyoke 
Seminary, South Hadley, :Massa-
chusetts, chartered in 1836. 
TWA6tC4.UB 
-
111110,...a.o =-~,-~--"'~-~--wl&th this card ~::~.::ff ===,a""•""••=n-u""TM=•-,u ,,..., ---.__ _________ _. 
the bookworm turDSooo 
into an adv~nturero 
.1f oin TWA's 
50/50 Club and get 
up to 50% off regulrur 
Jet Coach fare. 
It's easy. If you're under 22, 
just fill out an application, buy 
the $3.00 ID card-and you're on 
your way to any TWA city in the 
U.S. for half fare. Your 50/50 Club 
fare is good most all year•, when 
you fly on a standby basis. 
To get your card, call your travel 
agent, or your nearest TWA office. 
We're your kind of airline. 
N.,tlonw/dt, ~ 
Wor/dwldt, ~IJMJT ,, 
depond on llJ .,.,. ..i 
0 Except: Nov. 23 and 27, Dec. 15 thru 24, Jan. 2, 3:4. 
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Thursday, Feb. 16 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT - host Jim Poole - fea-
tured work - l\'1cndelssohn's "Symphony No. 4 in A 
Major" 
8:00 News 
8:05 SHOWTI:VIE-Leon Gluckman's "Wait A Minim" star-
ring Andrew Tracey, Paul Tracey, April Olrich, Nigel 
Pegram and Original Broadway Cast 
9:00 ESCAPADE-host Rich Newberg 
12:00 Rock Music 
2:00 Sign-off 
Friday, Feb. 17 
6:00 ~i_gn-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary-George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT- host Al Tonan - fea-
tured work - Richard Strauss "Symphonia Domestica" 
8:00 News 
8:05 NEW YORK STATE FARM BUREAU REPORT 
8:10 U.S. AIR FORCE PROFILE 
8: 15 U.S. AIR FORCE COUNTDOWN 
8:30 THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY - State Univer-
sity of New York at Buffalo 
9:00 ESCAPADE- host Ed Tobias 
12:00 THE WORLD OF JAZZ with Jeff Sedwin - listen for 
details on a contest 
2 :00 Sign-off 
Saturday, Feb. 18 
6:00 Rock Music - Jeff Heisley 
10:00 Rock Music - Charlie Boyer 
12:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA 
3 :00 FOLK MUSIC ITHACA - host Bob Shulman 
5:50 ITHACA COLLEGE HOCKEY - LC. vs. Buffalo 
7:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA- host Chuck Turner 
10:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA - host Dave Brown 
2:00 Sign-off 
Sunday, February 19 
9 a.m. MUSIC FOR A SUNDAY MORNING 
12:00 News 
12 :05 MASTER CO:l\i""TROL - a special program on the Future 
Farmers of America, presented by the Southern Baptist 
Convention 
12:30 WEEKEND PANORAMA- host Stu Hillner 
3 :00 WEEKEND PANORAMA - host Ken Hoffman 
6:00 WEEKEND PANORAMA - host Dee Adams 
8:45 COMMUNITY REPORT 
9:00 THE AL ROSEN ROCK SHOW 
11:05 VOICES OF VISTA with Herb Oscar Anderson and 
special guest Bobby Darin 
11: IO AL ROSEN ROCK SHOW 
2 :00 Sign-off 
Monday, Feb. 20 
6:00 Si_gn-on and News 
6: 15 THE WEEK IN REVIEW - a special news wrap-up 
with WICB News Director Neil Littauer 
6:30 AITER DINNER CONCERT - host Rich Seewald 
featured work Bartok, 'Concerto for Orchestra" 
8:00 News 
8:05 DISCUSSION 
8:30 HERE COMES THE BAND - a presentation of Radio 
Nederland featuring the Netherlands Brass Band 
8:45 HERE'S TO VETERANS - starring Pat Boone 
9:00 ESCAPADE 
12:00 Rocle Music 
2:00 Sign-off 
Tuesday, Feb. 21 
6:00 ~ign-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary - George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT - host Jane Field 
8:00 News 
8:05 BASKETBALL - Ithaca College vs. LcMoyne 
10:00 ESCAPADE - host Jerry Casbolt 
12 :00 Rock Music 
2 :00 Sign-off 
Wednesday, Feb. 22 
6:00 Sign-on and News 
6: 15 Mutual News Commentary - George Hamilton Combs 
6:30 AFTER DINNER CONCERT - host Al Hyman 
8:00 News 
8:05 VOICES OF VISTA- starring Tom Lehrer and the 
John Cacavas Orchestra 
8:30 THE BEST OF THE NEWS ALBUMS - "Sheganea" 
Walter \Vanderly 
9:00 ESCAPADE - host Don Berman 
12:00 Rock Music 
2: 00 Sign-off 
:·.·_j,'tf,9,._-,;-_/ '>':-., 
~_:_. . . -~ 
Let Connie lou Horvath 
Ithaca College '67 
help you with your gift 
seledions at 
Connie Lou 
Horvath 
Al TMAN & GRIEIEN 
Jewelers 
Frank Hammer, Successor 
144 S. State St. --AR 2-1810 
OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 9 P.M. Frank Hammer 
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Sports Scope 
by Alex Block 
W rcstling, the quiet sport. 
Wrestling, the quiet, tough sport. 
Wrestling, the toughest sport of all. 
The two men on the mat arc all alone. There is no one to 
block or tackle for them. There is no one to strain while they 
rest for a moment. The massive room is quiet. The huge crowd 
listens intently to the hard breathing, and the rustle of the mat. 
It's so quiet the silence is blare, a deafening scream. As if on cue, 
the spectators stamp feet, and scream shouts of encouragement. 
The totality and brutality of the entire scene is srimufating, the 
spectator loses all aggressions in a sea of smothered agony. 
\Vrest!ing, the loudest sport of all. 
One of the loud ones is crew cut, square jawed Howard 
Peirano, a senior physical education major from Suffern, New 
York. He makes most of his noise at 160 and 167 pounds. 
"You're out there all alone, it makes you a man," said 
Peirano, his crew cut coming to a point above his dark, deepset 
eyes. Continuing, "I think if you talk to anybody they'll tell 
you wrestling's one of the toughest sports physically and cardio-
vascularly." 
Thus I talked to Peirano, his face running the gamut from 
a Chinese torture to an easy smile. 
Peirano is something of an unusual and controversial wrest-
ler, much the same as a person. He spoke easily of his team, 
and wrestling as a sport. These are subjects he knows, and hopes 
to teach and coach during his lifetime. 
"\Ve have potentialJy the best team we have ever had at 
this college, as an overall group." He spoke of this year's team 
which has met defeat only once, at the hands of nationally 
ranked Lock Haven. 
The following questions were mine. The answers, in quotes, 
are Peirano's. 
You are one of the more unusual wrestlers I have seen in 
college. "I do wrestle differently than most of the team ... 
wrestlers usually stick to a single method, I vary my moves to 
meet the situation ... I'll take advantage of anything I can 
get." 
Several times over the years, your moves on the opposition 
have been unusual to say the least. For instance your letting go 
of a man instead of riding him, and then diving after him as he 
is getting up. 
"If I know the person is bad on his feet I'll let him go after 
the takedown, I take two points, he gets one ... If the man 
turns his back I'll go after him, always wrestle to the whistle 
... At Oswego last year I let the man g~the referee gave me 
two points for a takedown-The man got up sfowly getting one 
point for an escape-I jumped on him again and got two more 
points-they ( the crowd) expect you to ride him and are stunned 
when you let him go." 
You have been called a staller. 
"Rightfully-but you can also say it's strategy too-it de-
pends on your·opponent and the type of shape you are in. Some-
times people think you're a machine ... nobody can go eight 
minutes straight, there has got to be some stalling. It has been 
proven that you can't go Wlthout stopping, or resting at some 
point-that's why there are breaks. They just lqwered the length 
of the matches from nine to eight minutes. Two, three, and 
three •.. some of the coaches wanted it down to six minutes." 
You seem to start very strongly, but you don't get many 
pins, even when it looks like you coul,d if you wanted to. 
"I don't get any enjoyment out of pinning-I like to enjoy 
the match-I sweat it all week in practice and then Boom-it's 
all over-so I play with him. I try to pin towards the end when 
I can." 
When you come out on the mat with that unchanging glare 
on you're face what are you trying to do. ? 
''When I come out I'm psyching him out-I stare at him 
(his opponent) all during the match-I really think it can help 
)'."OU~pecially when the opponent can't stare back at you-
hke Liston and Clay-Clay was scared, you better believe it!" 
You are the most colorful wrestler on the mats this year. 
"No, Turco is. He is ·like a broken field runner-he has 
moves, he will take his man down in a variety of ways. Most 
wrestlers stick to a single method." 
Why do people like wrestling? 
"Wrestling or football, people like it because of the violence. 
They imagine themselves in the position of the person doing 
th~ hurti1:1_g ... Wrestling is very exciting-and if you like bru-
tality, skill, and man to man combat there is no other contact 
sport to compare with it." 
Does the crowd help you? 
"Yes-it puts the pressure on you. So you do better-you've 
got to do better-it can humiliate you in front of all those 
people." 
Why are more girls coming to the matches? 
':I t:hink they didn't understand wrestling-they thought it 
was like what they had seen on television-but guys bring them 
and they like it-so they keep coming back." 
Has pro wrestling-the TV variety-hurt college wrestling? 
"It hurts college and high school wrest-ling with adults-
you talk to any old person and t:hey view college and high school 
(Continued on pa,ge 11) 
AT 
WEBSTER'S LAUNDRY 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
AR 2-3460 
COIN-OP & SERVICE 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING 
IFREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
Bowling 
Standings 
F.11culty•Admlnistration 
Bowling League 
John Polo leads Jam'ers from 
sixth to third place with a 590 
scratch (197 average per game). 
Leaguo Standings: 
A Go Go's 
Hi Lo's 
Green Machine 
Jam'ers 
Early Birds 
Pins Parmesan 
Nimble Fingers 
Boiler Makers 
Bo111bers Break Losing Streak 
Victory Over Hamilton 
Feb. ~After seven straight IC Frosh (63) Hamilton Frosh (82) 
road losses the Bombers finally G F T G F 
won one away downing the Ham- T 
ilton Continentals, 80-74. Huckeba ............. : .. 3 0 6 Craft 
······················ 
9 5 23 
Ahead almost all the way the Stewart ·················· 2 4 8 Pisanelli 5 3 13 
················ Bomber lead fiuctuated from two Rowley ·················· 6 7 19 Bankert··=·············· 8 3 fifteen Renovech 2 2 6 19 to points as the out- .... ········· Grieco 
manned Continentals tried to Webster 1 2 4 ···················· 2 4 8 ............... 
make a game of it. Wells ..................... 4 0 8 Glovfcr .................... 4 4 12 
Sophomore Don Babrenberg Goessling .............. 0 1 1 Bowe .......... ········· 1 0 2 
was the Bomber's top scorer Oliver ············ ······· 3 2 8 Ruger ···················· 1 0 2 
with 25 points. Ludeman 
·············· 
1 0 2 Linnett 
·················· 
0 0 0 
The IC yearlings were 82-63 Berry ...................... 0 1 1 Anderson .............. 1 1 3 
losers at the hands of the Con-
tinental Cubs in the prelim. 
Totals 
··············· 22 19 63 Totals ················· 31 20 82 
Ithaca College (80) 
PERSPECTIVE G F Albano ..... 4 2 
(Continued from -page 12) Steele ....... 4 8 
PF 
5 
0 
1 
4 
4 
3 
1 
1~ A.C.U. Tourney Scheduled 
16 
167-Ron Doyan-Ron's lack of Barton ........ 4 
experience has been his major Pratt . .... .. . . . 5 
weakness this season. He now 
has a 1-4-1 slate, with his vic-
tory coming in our last match 
against Hartwick. As he gains 
Babrenberg 11 
Andrejko .. 2 
Dirk ............ 2 
experience, his fine natural Totals .... 32 
ability should begin to pay off. 
Hamilton (74) 
177-Gary Foote-another Ithaca G 
High grad, Gary is also a co-
captain. His ability is spelled Brooks ........ 9 
out by his 5-0-1 record. His 4-2 Voss ............ 2 
victory over Lock Haven's John Root .. ... ....... 6 
Smith was probably the great- McCuen .... 1 
est individua} victory for Ithaca 
this season. ErnSlrom ·· 2 
Vaughn ...... 2 
HWT - Neil DeRosa - Neil also 
has had a successful season to Barton · ··· · ··· 3 
date. His only defeat came at Berger ······ 0 
the hands of Lock Haven. His Schultze .... 4 
victories.over Oneonta and Buf~ ._Schild ........ 1 
falo spelled defeat for the op- Totals .... 30 
ponents. 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
16 
F 
7 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
14 
18 
PF 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
1 
23 
The rest of the season looks 
promising. We travel to Mansfield 
and Oswego before returning for 
home matches against Wilkes and 
Syracuse. Our final two matches 
are on the road against Cortland 
and R.I.T. The wresUers are con-
vinced that they should finish 
the season with an 11-1 slate. Led 
by our four Ithaca High grads--
Foote, Franciamone, Turco, and 
Aubl~further success in the 4I 
Tournament at the end of the 
season seems probable. 
MOE'S 
Barber Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
-272 8184 
On Friday, February 17th, urday afternoon after an awards 
13 eighteen Ithaca students will banquet. 
22 travel to Rochester to compete Winners of the Regional com. 
10 
4 in the Association of College petition will represent the New 
- 5 Unions Region Il Games Tourna- York Region Il area on the na-
80 ment. 
Representing Ithaca College 
are: Douglas Hazen, James Finn 
T -table tennis; Ron Loy-pocket 
25 billiards; Charles Hack-3-cush-
7 ion billiards: Ron Axler, Michael 
13 Block, Ron Mayer, James Pasko 
3 --chess; Pete Cowan, Don Aoki, 
4 Gary Lewis, Ken Jennings -
4 men's bowling; and Singleton 
6 Barr, Linda Martino, Leigh Ro-
.I sati, Jeanne Yost, Pat Cullen-
9 women's bowling. 
4 Competiti_on will begin on Fri-
74 day morning and will end Sat-
--
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Serve You 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
-
---
tional level in the Spring. 
The first woman governor of a 
state was Nellie T. Ross, inaugur. 
ated Governor of Wyoming in 
1925 to fill the unexpired term 
of her husband. 
The first Indian to serve as 
Vice-President of the United 
Kansas, who served under Presi-
dent Herbert C. Hoover from 1929 
descent. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
..... 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
-: 
0 __ Jr•~ ~!~_: ---~ll 
ti, WOODE~li~. NOW AFBCIAlaC, ilJ 1 Wooden Nickel• with Feb. 3- Feb. 16 -
each Lunch or Dinner Sol ~;o#~ ~·~: st!! W 
ft..&A Da- or wffh arr'/ purchase 2 llitheach Family 111111~ - 5 wooden Ntc:bls will 
3 -iu. each Bucket O'Cblclen t' buY 1 Extra Piece of wmu Chlcbn 
4 with each Baml O'Chlclen 
-
-
WATCH THIS PUBUr.ATION 
::- FOR MANY OTHER 
WOODEN NICKEL• SPECIALS 
-
.. 
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Improved Hoopsters Wrestler's Triumph by Larry Hinton SPORTS SCOPIE (Continued from page 10) wrestling like what tlwy sr·c on television-I think this hurts 
the sport-but this 1s he111g corrcctecl-\Vrcstling is the most 
rapidly growmg sport in high school and college." Shuffle Off to Buffalo Any coach invariably wants and likes to sec his team win-ning, and that's a good enough 
reason for Coach Broadwell, of 
the Ithaca College wrestling 
team, to be wearing a big smile 
these days. His matmen made 
Hartwick College their fifth vic-
tim of the season on Wednesday, 
February 8. Thus, the meet with 
Lock Haven remains the only 
blemish on their record. 
\Vhat makes a good wrestler? 
"I think desire 1s rhe most important attribute any athlete 
can have-Second I would have to rank strength and confidence. 
One teacher says strength i~ the most important. I disagree. I'd 
say desire." 
"I had h">ped we wouldn't have 
quite so bad a start," Hugh Hurst 
smiled as be spoke of the first 
half of an improving season, 
"there bas been a lot of improve-
ment and there's going to be 
more. They're pushing each other. 
There's eight or nine of them 
that all look alike." 
Half way through the 1966-67 
campaign the IC basketeers have 
come to look like a team. After 
the disorganized and sad start of 
two months ago, this is a happy 
accomplishment. 
Among the personnel: Sopho-
mores--Steve Burr, who has been 
in a slump of late, had a good 
game at Albany. Hurst said: 
"He'll probably be seeing more 
time.'' 
Don Barbenberg is a good ball 
player, and has been a big help 
to the team, splitting bis time 
between starting and fireman. 
"The only thing that separates 
Richie Miller from the starters 
is experience," according to 
Hurst. 
Greg Albano, who has been the 
top scorer and best rebounder on 
the team recently is, according to 
his mentor, "the most improved 
player on the team." Greg is one 
man on the team who will surely 
be an asset for the next three 
years. 
Juniors: "Don Andrejko played 
his best game of the year at Al-
bany," according to Hurst. Don 
has consistently come off the 
bench to fill in the back-court. 
He leads the team in assists, and 
has been a valuable asset, giving 
the team desperately needed 
depth. 
Bill Gustafson has not pro-
vided much of a scoring punch, 
but his defense has improved as 
the season has progressed. 
John Gustafson has been a 
more · consistent scorer than his 
brother, but like bis brother, has 
not lived up to his potential. 
Stan Pratt bas been a defen-
sive standout, but an erratic 
scorer. He either gets no points 
at all, or hits double figures; he 
is not consistent. 
The lone senior on the team, 
Dave Barton, bas not scored much 
this year, but has done a suffi. 
cient job on defense. He bas not 
been the team leader that he 
was expected to be, but the sit-
·uation for a strong team leader 
does not really exist. It is more 
a need to develop. This is not 
a unit that has played together 
before and just needs leadership; 
this teams needs maturation. 
Transfer Mike Steel has been 
according to Hurst "the biggest 
boost the team has had." Coach 
Hurst has not had a set lineup 
all year. I asked him about this: 
"You're never going to get me 
into a position 'where I say-
these five will start - It depends 
on the opposition. I can't play 
three guard types against a tall 
team; and I need them against 
smaller, and pressing teams. It 
completely depends on the situa-
tion.'' 
On the season in general, 
Hurst had great hope for the 
future, as to the past: "Before 
Christmas we were erratic; since 
then, other than Oswego, the last 
seven games we've played we've 
done well-we are now playing 
consistently." 
This weekend the Bombers take 
on Buffalo and Buffalo State 
away. 
"Buffalo State is probably the 
strongest of the state schools. 
They've been handing out some 
real shellackings.''. 
"The University of Buffalo is 
46. They have losses to teams 
like Syracuse, Canisius, and Cor-
nell - they're playing a real 
tough schedule. It's going to be 
a tough game." 
On Tuesday, the 21st, I.C. plays 
"Lemoyne, one of the top powers 
in the east (small college). They 
beat St. Francis of New York 
City-who earlier beat N.Y.U." 
The team sports a 7-9 record, 
having finally found themselves 
it's too bad they play the three 
toughest teams of the season in 
a row. But if they can win here, 
against what Hurst calls "the 
toughest competition of the sea-
son" this campaign will be a suc-
cess. 
Although the final score was 
a one-sided 28-2, it could have 
been a lot worse. The Bombers 
managed only one pin in the 
nine bouts. Nevertheless, the 
home team's strength was borne 
out by the fact that most of the 
decisions were of the lopsided 
variety. This is also a tribute to 
the plucky, never-say-die attitude 
on the part of the visitors, who 
fought even when they trailed 
by an insurmountable margin. 
John DeAngelo met I.C's Skeet 
Allen in the 123 pound match and 
gained the distinction of being 
the only Warrior not to lose. 
The best he could do was a 3-3 
draw, however, and from then 
on, it was all Ithaca. 
Anything e-lsc? 
"I guess modesty would make a champion." 
Arc you modest? ( I !ere he gave one of his inhaling, wheezing 
laughs as he started to answer.) 
"Yes, to a certain degree." 
Do you think the world agrees with you? 
" ... (hesitating) ... Those who know me ,·cry, very close." 
Does it bother you that most people-those who don't 
know you well-do not agree with you on this? 
"Yes, because they don't know the real me." 
Do you style yourself after anyone, or look up to a1.y special 
wrestler? 
"I admire all great champions and I try to take moves 
from among those I like ... for instance Gray Simmons and the 
g~anby roll, I thing it's a good move-a lot of people wouldn't 
give you two cents for it." 
Who is the greatest wrestler you have ever seen or known 
here at Ithaca College? 
"Orlando Iacovelli is the best I've seen at this college. There 
have been other greats from this college." 
How about this years' team? 
"\Ve have potentially the best team we've ever had overall." 
There have been criticisms that they could be even better. 
"\Ve have great potential ... \Vithin our o,vn team if there 
was someone pushing us we'd be better than we arc. There's no 
depth. It doesn't make us work as hard ... If you know you 
have it made, as far as wrestling, you don't work as hard-and 
an example that we have the capacity for being great is Gary 
( Foote). He beat the \Vilkes champion from Lock Haven." 
Do you think the team can have the best record in college 
history? 
Lipsky Schuss's To First Place 
Bob Auble, Bob Franciamonc, 
and Mike Turco won by scores 
of 14-3, 12-0, and 13-5 respec-
tively. Wrestling at the 152 
pound level, Terry Habecker add-
ed five points to the team total 
with the only pin of the match_ 
Howie Peirano was an easy win-
ner, 16-2, but Ron Doyon didn't 
find it quite so easy. He squeaked 
by 3-2. Putting the icing of the 
evening's cakewalk were Gary 
Foote, who won 7-0, and Neil 
DeRosa, who came out a 10-3 
victor. 
Prior to the Hartwick-Ithaca 
College clash, the Bomber fresh-
"If we go undefeated up to and beat Syracuse we should 
have a twelve and one record-the best record this college has 
ever had!" 
Your next home match is against \Vilkes on \Vednesday, 
February 22nd. by Pam Davis 
Jed-Pierre Lipsky, I.C.'s num-
ber one skier, won the Pennsyl-
vania State Ski Title at the Laurel 
lllountain Ski area over last week-
end. 
Lipsky won the combined tro-
phy by taking a third in the 
slalom and a record breaking first 
in the downhill. A field of 50 
racers descended the 1 1/8 mile 
course but it was Lipsky in a time 
of 1.30:0 who finished first. His 
time broke the old record of 1.38 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Radiator-Body Work-Glass 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
held by Austrian Ace Franz Mit-
termeyer, now director of Bristol 
Mountain Ski Area. In the slalom, 
Lipsky · was only fractions of a 
second behind Class A racer 
David Britton, the winner. 
The rest of the I.C. team did 
well in their respective classes. 
In Class C Peter Burrell placed 
third in the slalom and Geoff 
White took a sixth. Because of a 
fall in the tricky downhill Bur-
rell did not place but White 
skied to a fifth place finish. 
-The Derrlby 
Cocktail lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-9715 
FREE GAS 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Gas 
AT 
RAY SIEARS ATLANTIC 
(Corner of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this special offer 
for IC students. 
What "Wo" soil "We" Guarantoo 
This Week's Winning Ticket-015594 
!FREIE RIDIE 
TO !FINE DINNrER 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDf 
RESTAURANT 
Bmlra Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food is 
Chris Blades took first in both men took on Corning Community 
the slalom and downhill in Class College, but were not nearly as 
D. Peter "Gilly" Gilpatric took successful, as they droped a 19-
a second in the downhill but was 14 decision. Three decisions and 
disqualified in the slalom. Charlie a pin accounted for their four-
Trantum racing in the second teen points. The three-pointers 
race of his career showed re- were recorded consecutively by 
markably well with a 12th place Tony Scaringe, Tom Hochfelder, 
finish in the Class D downhill. and Bill Meisner. A pin by Don 
"\Vilkcs arc very good. They win the \Iiddlc Atlantic Con-
ference every year. Their cocah 1s very good-he often goes to 
clinics during the summer. He always has a good team-they 
recruit a lot." 
Howard Pcirano will represent Ithaca against \Vilkes at 160 
pounds; a lot of other good men will represent the collc_gc in the 
other divisions: probably the best in college history. Sc>e tliem 
for voursclves ... 8:00-South Hill G,·mnasium ... The k,ud 
As a result of their perform- Menges in the 177 pound brack-
ances both Blades and Gilpatric et gave the Ithaca squad a chance 
to win it, but Corning's heavy-
were promoted to Class C. For 
one;! · 
.. .. ;• 
the first time in Ithaca College weight decisioned Dan Lane and JCST SCOPI:\G-The college baseball season is underway ... 
history an I.C. skier has obtained with that match went _the_ meet, Rich I-linell, senior and last year's starting backstop 1s being 
a Class B rating. Jed Lipsky ~he frosh's fourth loss Ill six out-, tried as a relief pitcher ... for the fi1~t time the team has a bat-
accumulated enough points this mgs. ting cage in the South Hill Gym .. the team ,, ill play eight 
weekend to earn that ranking. Last Saturday's meet with St. µ;ari1c, ;n seYen d:1ys on this year\ southern swing dur111g the 
John Fisher scheduled for the spnng ,·ac:1rion-tht:y \Yon't he the only lC"crs playmg ball rn 
After the races at Laurel Moun- South Hill Gymnasium was can- the south this spnnµ: rcn·,3 I'll nag<:r ... The money mongers 
tain the team stopped at Seven celled. This Saturday, both of pro football \\ di ,.1n· an a,·eragc Pi S]20l) pn draftee this 
Springs Ski Area to compete in squads, Yarsity and freshmen, year by putting rlw common dr:1ir ofi until \l:irch-thc cnsr of 
the Giant Slalom time trials. will travel to Oswego to meet the fiiul semesters ru1rio11 and hoard ... The ;l\\anl for "\\"orst 
Chuck Schirmer, although not an the L::1kcr·s of Oswego State Col- Cit_,· ior an Opposing r,·:im r11 ,·!Sir" !.'.<>c·, 1mq11(·<,t1011ahly to the 
official member of the team, com- Jegc. obnox1ou~ Lins, chccrlvarkr,, and hr:i,, hand of Oswc:go . .'.\.'{. 
peted and . placed favorably i ... [oh11 (;:i,-e11ckr, local ft-11c111!.': an1,r. h:is come up wirh a 
enough to earn a position as an1 ----- ne,v ;port: Suprer11111g ... ~\n101~u, \\. \.\ ba .... kL·thall rca111s one 
Ithaca racer. ! of the c1:t~,1l";t 1, "Rod;:,· ;111d Jli, (;:me.:."' ,drn r,·purt, "\\-c'rc 
Over all the team did well and: (C,)}l/•i,,u·d frnm wrr;c 12) !.!_rear-LT 1, h1!.': 011 hool.,hots, l l:1r11,·r·, ;.:_1•c•tl (>ll till' hoar,is :1:icl 
brought home some trophies for i IC (83 FG FT TP l(ocb· Tl\"o-Shoe·s ,s the I l',d ,; :ir" . . \ i I rch D111 ,·II h:is h,·c11 
I.C. Next weekend the team will 1
1
Albnno 3 2 8 11;1ml:d i]()1101ary prl',1d,·,1t ol 1h, 11,,,·l..,y l,,,,is,l"1, cluh \ l. \B) 
tarvel to Blue Knob Ski Area for Burr 2 0 4 -be n·e·p, ;1r,· P:a \kC:1P11 :!lld ])11!1 :; ,rn,·•-'\cl,011 1~ rins-
the lISEASA Class C Giant Steele 7 ;3 17111r,T :ind [llt:i (T.li.) '\:1ch111.111 1·, p1,,r"r 1,1g rhc \\i11i!,: 1h,11!.': 
Slalom Championship. j Barton O 1 1 j to the ( l:;1uor l co1111rn,,1<l:1n . ,.,,·.1L::·!~ ,,I" _!11, !-Ii,· ,l:d a 
.---------------,· Pratt :3 1 7 I .!.'.rc:it .ioh ha11dl111µ: th,: red ;..'.0:11 i1c_:h: 11:1 ,he· 1H>1 rh c nd lll I:, :1ah 
i Bahrcnbcrg 4: 4 12 l{111k l.1:it Fnd:1,· 11:~hr--! ... l'L'Piil'' ll)() .1·11! l,t1 1 n :,.., 1..·\ti-, 1 \Pt· li<>Ill 
Egan's House of Color !Andrejko 5 G 1G the· Cub Sc,•111; lo rl1t· pl.1:,·,·:~-ho;l1L1 .. n:~ J,:1i1---c_:1, ll. ;,,ii _111,·l'. 
· .r. Gustafson 1 0 2 .. C.1,si11s C!:ty h:1, ,,.,rnc·d I l""·ird "rh, i'•:,1" 1..;:,,,,c•ll r:i l,,·t:p 
<> 1:\Iiller O 2 :n ,h:qw-hc· may lie· nc,: . 111 th,· i11,r 111•, ,;.1:,, .li:•.1 '.!.11d1 
PAINTS Dirk 5 4 14 t;r:is rhc \:(·\\· Orlc.111, ,.,11:ur1,,11 ci,;1.1:1111,·,: 1'1,L·,l 11 p i,.ttl'r 
Totals 31 21 83 than _:;71 rnn, of dl'li:·1s .rn,I l,,·,1 ,.111s \ l.1 \J.,,lh 11 :<led 
· Albany (91) FG FT TP h!°:l'r Roh "\1:Jdd(,,, .. B111cl11:I ,, 1!!, 11:, :· 1 :•.,11 •1.1111, .. ir 111 1'«!1!!1;-
J. Constantino 5 2 12 kcl'p~lL'. :\Y. (:1b~ k11,"'11 .1, the· c1r:,·1 1,1,1,·,l'11t1:1:~ IC ... 
I Bloom 9 3 21 Cong:rar\ to Grc!! .\l/.:-111" "J;,, li:is h,·,11 1,·c,·11th 11.1111"1 w rhc 
I :\fargison 11 5 27 1-.C,\c ;iJJ-,r.1r tL:,1111 oi till' \\("<I.; (),h,•,, 1c·.1.J tile tc ,!Ill Ill 
CARPET 
WALLPAPER 
FABRICS 
I :\Iorrison 2 4 fo11l ~hoor111!! Jll-rc·c:1t.1g,· .. 1:1,I ,:1t .1l,1Pc_: 111 ,·,uch l l11rst',; p11dc 
Duffy :ind joys---rl1l'y arc 1101\" Co:ich llur,r', p1 ,d,· :ind 1,•:, s---:11nazm.~ 
,Doody but trllc' . 1\l1.1rc·\l'l hapJll"Jll·d tn 1hc· ,1.1111 r,, I c·h·c'.h the· l'l'B 
0 
l 06 N. Aurora St. 
!Price G 5 17 \\:IS arr:11w11w-pl,·1ll\ ol 111t(1,:st \\.1, ,h,,1,11 "li,11 I .1,kc·d for 
i_.. ____________ __.lJursak 1 0 2 commcnt_:_tl:, nm,· h:i,, C\lllll" f111 .1,·11"11 . D.1,c· B.11t1111 has 
O'Donnell 3 2 8 lwcn picked hy thl" Cl11c.1.!!o C11h, 111 rh,· m.1,"1 l,·.t.c'.llc' basc·h:ill 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP 
Chinese, 
Japanese 
East Asian 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
AR 2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
/ 
Totals 36 19 91 draft-shade~ of !Jc·a11 Perry :S.:01111. 
"f Oll'll'il !P)lkD Im$ 
f?lhiofi'ogwa!l)hy 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 IE. State Sil'. 
272-3000 
!FAST IEflFICIENT SERVICIE 
for All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES l?IETIER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
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Tom Hicks Scores Pucksters Slip On Ice; 
First Round K O Lose Two Over Weekend 
<> 0 by Rick Fldgeon 
t : ·, 
Tom Hicks, 175 pound Golden Gloves Champion, who has won 
all his bouts by knockouts. Hicks is trained by Roy Gill of 
Lockport and has been advised locally by Louis Cunningham. 
by Alex B. Block 
Tom Hicks, Ithaca College 1966 he had his first fight one 
graduate student in physical ed- month later fighting as a novice 
ucation, scored a spectacular first in the Buffalo tournament. Tom 
round knockout before 10,000 also received the tournament 
fans at the Buffalo War Memor- trophy for "Outstanding Novice 
ial last Tuesday, February 7. Class Boxer - Golden Gloves 
Coming in the semi-final round 1966." 
of the bout, Hicks KO'd Otis Returning to Buffalo again this 
Glover in 1:21 of round one. year he entered the tougher 
The AP reported the fight: "Open Division" and his first 
"Hicks . . . started fast against round win is history. 
Otis Glover . . . and forced the Tom called Cassius Clay "the 
action against his taller oppo- greatest fighter in the world ... 
nent with hard punches to the Clay is changing people's think-
head and body. Glover, a 1966 ing about how to box . . . even 
147-pound champion tried to keep the old times wonder if Clay's 
the Ithacan at long range with new open stance may not be a 
left jabs, but Hicks draped him better way to fight." 
over the center rope with a dev- Do you use the open stance 
astating stxaight left and the leaving the face uncovered? 
referee halted the contest at 1:21 "I protect my face, I don't have 
of the first round. The Buffalo Clay's reflexes." 
boxer was very groggy and in Tom's immediate plans are a 
no condition to continue." Hicks victory in Buffalo on the 21st, 
now advances to the finals of and on to the Finals in Wiscon-
the 175 open division and will sin: later to fight again in March 
box Terry Summerhayes on Feb- in the AAU's. 
ruary 21 for the right to box in For his long range plans how-
the national championships at ever, he expects to txy some pro 
Milwaukee. boxing in the Pittsburgh area, 
Louis Cunningham, Ithaca box- where his manager has recently 
ing coach feels . . . "Hicks has signed a 26 week television con-
an excellent chance of winning tract, and is expected to supply 
the Niagara AAU boxing cham- half the fighters. Hicks reports: 
pionships which will be held in "He (his manager) said he could 
Syracuse in March." use me . . . I'll probably txy it 
Tom, who is resident advisor to for a while for financial rea-
the high rise dorms, first start- sons." 
ed his boxing career during the Hicks has the potential to be 
Christmas recess of 1965. At that a top young fighter in the rapidly 
time he sparred with a friend revitalizing fight game, and the 
of his who later turned pro, and whole thing started because Tom 
was approached about entering went up to the gym near his 
the "Gloves". home to try to lose some weight 
Beginning serious txaining after "all the holiday chowin' 
upon return to Ithaca in January down!" 
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Last weekend the Ithaca Col-
lege hockey team dropped two 
games to Salem State and Boston 
State. 
Friday night, against Salem 
State, the icemen were defeated 
by a score of 8-5. The Bombers, 
as usual drew first blood with 
Rod Frith scoring at 1:04 from 
point blank range after taking a 
nice pass from Tony Diagostino. 
The rest of the period proved to 
be all Salem as they knocked 
home five goals. The play was 
fast, and hard, yet clean, as only 
two penalties were called in this 
period. Sixteen more were called 
in the second and third periods. 
The second period saw each 
team score one. Ithaca's goal was 
knocked in on a rebound off the 
goalie's pads by Joe Maire. Salem 
State's Captain Rusty Harnish 
deked Al Cox on a beautiful 
move to culminate a breakaway. 
The third period, with IC down 
6-2 at the start, saw the Bomber's 
score three times. The final 
period they only took a total of 
five shots on net, so their shoot 
proved quite accurate. Aloian, 
Diagostino, and Forman scored 
the IC goals. Big Steve Forman 
got his second goal of the year 
on a breakaway set up by Bob 
Aloian. Salem scored twice and 
the final score was 8-5. The last 
goal came with only two minutes 
left in the game so most every-
one started filing out. Had they 
stayed, they could have witnessed 
the biggest brawl I've seen is 
three years. Ithaca's Dave Patter-
son and Salem's Mike Currier had 
been having words and trading 
elbows in front of the net all 
night. With only thirty seconds 
left in the game, Currier took a 
swing at Patterson. Within sec-
onds the ice was littered with 
gloves and sticks. Eight more 
players had joined the fight, 
turning it into a brawl. It took 
the referees five minutes to break 
the fight up. Moral: The game 
isn't over until the final whistle 
is blown. 
Again on Saturday night, the 
Bombers went down in defeat to 
the hands of Boston State in an-
other rough game. This game had 
twenty penalties; eleven for Bos-
ton State, nine for Ithaca, and 
one disqualification apiece. 
There was no scoring until 
after the ten minute mark of the 
first period, then Boston State 
broke the ice, or should I say, 
caved it in. They got five goals 
in five minutes which put the 
Bombers' backs to the wall. With 
less than two minutes left in the 
period, IC's Diagostino put one 
in from point blank range. 
In the second period IC and 
Boston State txaded goals on a 
one to one basis wtih each team 
getting three apiece. This gave 
Diagostino his fourth hat trick 
of the season. 
The last period saw Bob Aloian 
get two goals. Boston got three 
more making the final score 11-6. 
Again in this game there was a 
more, making the final score 11-6. 
fight. This one was in the penalty 
box and just between two men, 
Ithaca's Frith and Boston's Mc-
Clean. Frith emerged victorious 
and unscathed in the battle. Both 
were then ejected - from the 
game. SPORTS SCOPE of the 
previous issue proved to be right 
this week. Hockey is the sport 
for gladiators. 
Al Cox had twenty nine saves 
against Salem State and twenty 
seven against Boston State. 
Games, goals, assists, points. 
G G A P 
Ron Frith 13 23 13 36 
T. Diagostino 12 13 17 30 
Bob Aloian 12 10 10 20 
Joe Maire 12 7 7 14 
Ralph Cox 12 5 4 9 
B. Diedrick 11 1 7 8 
Otis Murphy 7 3 4 7 
Steve Forman 13 2 4 6 
Tim Wagner 9 1 3 4 
G. Calvin 8 1 2 3 
D. Patterson 10 O . 2 2 
B. Robichaud 9 O 1 1 
Steve Knight 5 O 1 1 
This week the Bombers play 
Brockport on Wednesday and 
Buffalo on Saturday. Both are 
home. 
Hoopsters 
Meet Defeat 
at Albany 
Feb. 11, Albany, N. Y.-Once 
again cold shooting and foreign 
courts spelled defeat for the 
Ithaca College Bombers. The de-
feat, - their ninth against seven 
victories came at the hands of 
Albany, 91-33. 
The Bombers played good ball 
in the first half, down by only 
two at halftime. 
As the second half opened, IC 
went cold from the floor as Al-
bany hit five of seven field goals 
to clinch the victory. 
Don Andrejko led Bomber scor-
ers with 16 points. Hurst said of 
Don: "This was his best perform-
ance of the year." 
"Albany played well-we made 
a ball game of it-this wasn't a 
washout" according to Hurst, 
continuing: "They did a good 
job with Albano . . . this was 
their game strategy - they 
weren't going to let him have 
the big night . . . if he had bit 
his average I think we would 
have won!" 
Note: The team bus ran out of 
gas on the return trip from the 
State capital Hurst: "to make a 
long night longer." 
-&IJPt" SOJJELSE4"'.I.CJ 
TAVERN 
108 N. AURORA ST. 
Open Daily at 4 
1l'o serve you 
"Bloody Marys11 $.50 Saturday Noon 'til 7 
A Midseason Perspective 
As the season turns the halfway mark it is less than a 
banner year on the local sports scene. Below, the major sports 
of the season are listed with a brief summary of what has been 
and propects of what is to be-THE ITHACAN. ' 
Gymnastics 
Outside of the performances of 
all around man Bill Cowden 
there have not been too many 
bright spots in the first half of 
the gymnastics season. Many of 
the boys started practice only 
at the beginning of second se-
mester, and therefore were not 
up to par in the first few meets. 
According to the boys themselves, 
they feel that improvement is 
inevitable. With four meets left, 
a win may not be in sight but 
a substantial gain in points 
should be noticed. 
Swimming 
Because of academic probation, 
the swim team has lost the serv-
ices of some good men but the 
consistent performances of Al 
Gantert and Wayne Kaler should 
be enough to hold the team to-
gether. Dave Humphrey, the top 
diver, improves every time he 
approaches the board and should 
take top honors in most of the 
meets left. Coach Ware has some 
good swimmers who are contin-
ually improving and should show 
well in the New York State cham-
pionships in .March. 
Skiing 
The newest of the varsity 
sports, the ski team, probably has 
the greatest potential for im-
provement on both an individual 
as well as a team basis. Jed-Pierre 
Lipsky leads the team as the top 
skier but behind him are at least 
8 or 10 men who could challenge 
this position. Next weekend at 
the Eastern championships they 
will be able to show just how 
good they are against the rest 
of the skiers in the East. 
Wrestling Perspective 
So far uus season, the Ithaca 
College matµien have compiled 
a very impressive 5-1 record, 
their only loss being at the hands 
of uick Haven State, the eighth 
ranked wrestling team in the na-
tion. Our victories have come 
over Buffalo (19-16), Oneonta 
(19-17}, Brockport (25-8), Clark-
son (27-8), and Hartwick (26-2). 
Injuries during the early part of 
the season somewhat weakened 
the team. However, Howie Pei-
rano has returned to the 160 lb. 
slot, and Bob Auble is now wres-
tling at 130. A quick summary of 
the first half of the season shows 
some fine individual perform-
ances. 
123 - Joe Ferruchi - a fine 
wrestler, especially on the 
takedowns, has a 3-0 record 
with victories over Oneonta, 
Brockport, and Clarkson. 
Skeet Allen - Also at 123, 
has . wrestled most of the sea-
son at 130 until the return of 
Auble. Although his record is 
04-1, most of his matches have 
been close and he has been 
wrestling out of bis weight 
class. 
130 - Bob Auble - an Ithaca 
High graduate, this sopho-
more's return to the line-up 
has strengthened our team con-
siderably. The only undefeated 
wrestler on last year's Fresh-
man team, Bob excels on his 
feet. Since his return to the 
line-up he has racked up con. 
vincing victories over Clarkson 
and Hartwick. · 
137 - Bob Franciamone - One 
of our co-captains, Bob's 6-0 
record speaks for itself. He is 
an excellent leg wrestler and 
seems, to have no weaknesses. 
Also a graduate of Ithaca Higli. 
145 - Mike Turco - a junior, 
Mike is one of our best wres-
tlers. He sports a fine 5-0-1 rec-
ord, second only to Francla-
mone. Also an Ithaca High 
graduate, Mike, too excels on 
his feet. 
152 - Terry Habecker - a soph-
omore, Terry hns been our 
Hockey Perspective 
With over half the season 
gone, the Ithaca College hockey 
team now has only a 5-8 record 
to show for their efforts. They 
will need to win their last six 
games in order to qualify for 
the post-season tournaments in 
Oswego for the top four teams 
in the Finger Lakes Collegiate 
Hockey League. 
When I spoke to Coach George 
Moore it was evident that he 
was disappointed in the team as 
a whole; and told of some of 
the reasons for the Bombers' 
losings season up to date. Coach 
Moore said "We have a young 
team consisting of one half 
freshmen and, only one senior 
and one junior on the team. I 
feel that it will take a season 
for the men to learn how to 
work together and adjust to col. 
legiate hockey." There is an ad. 
justment to be made too. Hockey, 
as played in college, is a harder 
faster, rougher game than most 
of the players had experienced 
in high school. Being this way, 
the players must talk to each 
other and let them know what 
they are doing. 
Coach Moore also said that we 
are scoring enough goals to win 
games, but the other teams are 
getting more. And, believe me 
this isn't to be blamed on Ala~ 
Cox. He has done a fine job fill-
ing in as the Bomber net minder. 
It is the fault of a weak defense 
and the linemen not back-check-
ing. In hockey, a sport with very 
few set plays, you can't give up 
for a minute; if you do it will 
result in a score. 
It seems as though the Bomb-
ers hit their stxide early in the 
season as they went home for 
Christmas _sporting a 4-1 record. 
However, since they've come 
back from the vacation they have 
had only one, against Hobart, and 
have dropped seven. They are 
presently on a seven game losing 
streak. 
Another problem the Bombers 
have had to cope with this year 
is injuries. All year they have 
been riddled with injuries to key 
players. Bob Aloian has been 
hampered by a bad ankle. Joe 
Maire is now bothered by a bad 
knee; a knee which he can't put 
any pressure on. Steve Forman's 
knee is presently being held to-
gether by tape due to stretched 
ligaments. And, about twenty five 
stitches have been dealt to the 
players. When such as these are 
injured and can't go it full tilt 
out on the ice, your back-check· 
ing is going to suffer ultimately 
resulting in goals. 
The outlook for the Bomber"s 
last six games should be brighter. 
Aloian's ankle has finally healed. 
Two lines, which work together 
well, and two defenses which are 
working together much better 
show much promise. They can 
still salvage a winning season if 
they work hard. If they do keep 
hustling, they WON,'T have to 
write off the 1966-67 season to 
experience. 
hard-luck wrestler this season. 
Although his record is 2-4, both 
victories were gained by pins. 
He has probably drawn the 
toughest -opposition of any man 
on the squad this season, and 
has actually been wrestling out 
of his weight class. 
160 - Howie Peirano - an ex· 
perienced wrestler, Howie's re-
turn strengthened our squad 
considerably. He now holds a 
3-0 record, with victories over 
Brockport, Clarkson, and Hart· 
wick. 
Boll_ Ellis - a sophomore, 
Bob's future looks bright. Al-
though he has wresiled only 
one match this season, he 
looked promising in losing to 
Oneonta's Brian Lambe. 
(Continued on page 10) 
